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By Annie Vertin
Determined, driven,
dedicated—all of these words
can be used to describe Trinity
Sung,, one of the most accomplished
athletes at Westmont. While Trinity’s
passion for table tennis is evident, the extent of her talent and commitment remains a lesser known fact.
At the young age of six, Trinity picked up the paddle for the ﬁrst time, thus beginning a decade-long career of grueling
training, intense tournaments, and exceptional achievements. Inspired by her parents who constantly brought her along to their
table tennis club, Trinity quickly developed her own love for the sport. When asked about her favorite part of table tennis,
Trinity zealously responds, “I love that feeling of ﬁghting really hard for a match and winning a point.”
Becoming a competitive table tennis athlete is no simple feat. Not only does Trinity practice for at least two hours every
weekday, she also dedicates her weekends to day-long tournaments and additional hours of vigorous training. Needless to say,
Trinity’s endless diligence pays oﬀ. While Trinity brieﬂy held a world ranking, she maintains a national ranking in her division;
at one point, she even placed in the top 20 table tennis players of the country. Clearly, Trinity’s athletic accomplishments reﬂect
her impressive skills, determination, and work ethic.
Sharing her passion both in and out of school, Trinity started a ping pong club at Westmont last year. After applying for
a grant from the USATT, the national organization of table tennis, Trinity received new ping pong tables for the club, which
meets every Wednesday. Encouraging, Trinity motivates everyone to “just go for it” and try ping pong out. All in all, the club
embodies Trinity’s immense devotion and motivation for her sport, along with her enthusiastic attitude.
In the future, Trinity hopes to participate in more international tournaments and become a member of the national
table tennis team. With paddle in hand, Trinity will undoubtedly go far, continuing to compete and showcase her talents.

All photos of Trinity Sung provided by Annie Vertin.

By Kelsea Dizon
• 11/14 Winter Sports Parents Night.
• 11/15 Boys Basketball vs Mitty @ Westmont.
• 11/17-18 Marching Band in WBA Championships.
• 11/19-23 Thanksgiving Break.
• 11/30 Blood Drive in the Cafeteria, Girls Soccer vs Valley
Christian @ Westmont, Talent Show for charity.

By Jessica Swalve
● In the late 1800s, people called rubber-soled shoes “sneakers” because
they allowed you to “sneak” around without making noise.
● For centuries, high heeled shoes were made for men, signifying social
standard. They also allowed men to more easily stay in their stirrups
when on horses.
● The most expensive pair of shoes (Dorothy’s ruby red slippers from
The Wizard of Oz) sold for $600,000
● Wedge shoes/high heels were created in Italy due to a lack of steel.
● Celine Dion owns over 3,000 pairs of shoes.
● Bill Nye the Science Guy designed the most recent style of ballet shoe
that protects the dancer’s toes and prevents injuries.
● The world’s largest pair of shoes is on display at the Marikina Shoe
Museum in the Philippines and measures 17 feet long and 8 feet wide.

By Aditya Kulashekar
● 565: Justinian, the most successful king of the Byzantine Empire, dies.
● 1380: King Charles VI is crowned King of France at age 12.
● 1650: William of Orange, known for his invasion of Britain and his ascension
to monarch, is born.
● 1851: Herman Melville releases his novel, Moby Dick.
● 1889: Jawaharlal Nehru, the ﬁrst Prime Minister of India, is born.
● 1908: Joseph McCarthy, famous United States Senator known for his strong
anti communist rhetoric, is born.
● 1969: NASA launches Apollo 12, which later becomes the second mission to
reach the surface of the moon after Apollo 11.
● 1970: Santana releases its cover of the hit song, “Black Magic Woman.”
● 1973: Queen Elizabeth’s daughter, Princess Anne, marries Captain Mark
Phillips in Westminster Abbey.
● 1993: Puerto Rico votes against becoming the 51st state of the United States.
● 2008: The ﬁrst G20 summit is held in Washington, DC.
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By Andy Evans
November’s a tough month for seniors with all
those college applications; however, you will not see Erin
Campbell or Grace Rodhouse complain. These two Shield
Editors are always having fun.
Erin ﬁnds joy in reading: an English teacher’s
dream. According to ARP (Accelerated Reader Police), she’s
devoured close to 1,300 novels in her 17 years. She also
has a lust for life when it comes to music as she’s attended
numerous concerts. Just last Sunday, she rocked out to a 21
Pilots aﬀair. Of course, to have fun, one must be responsible
and mature. Those are some of Erin’s greatest qualities.
She’s reliable, conscientious, and obliging. After all, her
middle name is “How can I help you?”
You can’t miss Westmont’s version of Tigger:
Grace. She’s bouncy, trouncy, ﬂouncy, pouncy, fun, fun, fun,
fun, fun! The most wonderful thing about Grace—we need
a list. She grins from ear to ear as one of our cheerleaders.
She hustles on the diamond and often grabs a stolen base for
Coach Bryce Hadley’s squad. She actively participates in
class; her hand is perpetually raised high in the sky to provide
an insightful comment.
Erin and Grace: these girls just want to have fun.
What is your greatest weakness?
Erin: I’m shy. I love to try new things but being afraid to put
myself out there can really get in the way.
Grace: I often ﬁnd myself in situations where I’m either too
nervous or shy to ask for any help from others. Also, I say
“I’m sorry” way too often.
Westmont is…
Erin: An amazing place ﬁlled with many opportunities and
fun things to join!
Grace: In the beginning, it’s a threatening arena of high
school students, but eventually it becomes a second home
ﬁlled with life-long friendships and a place to express
yourself.
What makes a good teacher?
Erin: A good teacher has the ability to connect with students
and make the learning material interesting.
Grace: A good teacher engages students, and makes boring
topics exciting.
What three words describe you?
Erin: Caring, hardworking, and persistent.
Grace: Adventurous, coﬀee-loving, and care-free.
The most important things in your life are….
Erin: My family, my friends, and school.
Grace: My family, friends, softball, cheer, and traveling.
What angers you?
Erin: Intolerance and bad drivers—it isn’t that hard to use
your blinker!

Grace: Shallow people and slow walkers. Oh, and bad
drivers. Emphasis on bad drivers.
What qualities do you look for in a friend?
Erin: I try to ﬁnd friends who are kind, fun to be around,
spontaneous, and nonjudgmental.
Grace: Humor, loyalty, and someone who’s always ready for
some fun. Nobody ﬁts this better than my best friend Izzy.
Where will you be in 2029?
Erin: I will be working at a job I love, and traveling to new
and interesting places.
Grace: Hopefully traveling the world with the people I love.
What historical ﬁgure do you respect the most?
Erin: Alan Turing. His story is inspiring, and I love the
quote, “Those who can imagine anything can create the
impossible.”
Grace: I love many past leaders, but I most respect Winston
Churchill for his courage during a time of war (plus I have
a fantastic poster of him on my wall!). I also love Ronald
Reagan and visited his presidential library this summer.
What is your favorite childhood memory?
Erin: Meeting my best friend!
Grace: Visiting my family in England.
What is your favorite movie?
Erin: Captain America: The Winter Soldier, I love superhero
movies!
Grace: I prefer TV shows to movies (Criminal Minds), but
deﬁnitely 10 Things I Hate About You, Legally Blonde, and
Princess and the Frog.
What is your favorite place?
Erin: Lake Tahoe; I go almost every summer.
Grace: I love exotic places such as the Dominican Republic,
but my all time favorite place is Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Roll
Tide Roll!
What’s your favorite food?
Erin: Watermelon. I could east it all day!
Grace: My all time favorite food are beignets from Café Du
Monde in New Orleans. I also live for cold brew coﬀee.
What is your favorite book?
Erin: Either I am the Messenger or The Book Thief. I really
like Markus Zusak’s writing!
Grace: I love the whole Percy Jackson series and also Second
Star.
What is your favorite quote?
Erin: “Time is money, money is power, power is pizza, and
pizza is knowledge.” –April Ludgate-Dwyer.
Grace: “You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his
way of eating jellybeans.” –Ronald Reagan.
What is your favorite band?
Erin: Twenty One Pilots!
Grace: Kane Brown, he’s a solo singer, but close enough.

The Journalism Department oﬀers subscriptions to our dynamic newspaper, The Shield. This
yearly subscription funds the production of our student based newspaper, and, in return, serves
as a tax write-oﬀ for you! Your support is greatly appreciated.

All photos provided by
Erin and Grace.
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By Melina Mahood and Jessica Swalve
A true queen, Tandon encompasses
everything a student wants in their teacher.
Engaged, helpful, and excited to be at her job,
Tandon truly fosters an amazing environment
for any student to ﬂourish. She is always
ready and eager to teach any subject any time
and has the patience to teach and reteach
material until all her students understand it.
We appreciate you, Tandon!

By Kameron Madson

If you could turn
any activity into an
Olympic sport, what
would it be?

Name: Anupama Tandon
Subjects: AP Physics 1, AP Physics 2, Physics
Years at Westmont: 3
Photo of Anupama Tandon
Birth place: India
by Jessica Swalve.
High School: St. Mary’s
College: Dehli University
What makes Westmont great? Diverse student population, awesome
teachers, and supportive administration.
What do you enjoy about teaching? I just love teaching. It’s a passion I
have developed, and I enjoy seeing the spark and happiness students ﬁnd
when they understand new concepts.
What is your favorite unit/concept/standard that you teach and why?
All of physics. I just love physics. It is so closely related to the real world,
being less abstrated and more real, and that makes it interesting.
What advice would you give to any student? Take your education seriously,
as it is the only thing in life that you can fall back upon in times of adversity.
The people and support in your life will change, but you will always have
your education to lift you up and to create a living oﬀ of in tough times.
Why did you become a teacher? As a child, I loved seeing teachers grade
and give scores to students, which created a passion in me to do the same. So
when the chance came and I was of age, I took it.

Describe the color
orange in three words.

Bright, extravagant,
bold.

Senior Marlena
Zimmermann

Justin Bieber or
Shawn Mendes?

Justin Bieber.

What is your favorite
Thanksgiving food?

Mashed potatoes.

Slingshotting.
Junior
Meenakshi
Thummisi

Mashed potatoes.

Walking.

Bright,
sunny, notred.
Bocce ball.

Sophomore
Ty Rosas

Shawn Mendes.

Vibrant, warm, sour.

Ham.
Shawn Mendes.

Freshman
Taylor
Witana

Sunrise, bright, round.

Shawn Mendes.

Acrobatics.
Pumpkin pie.
Photos of Marlena Zimmermann, Meenakshi
Thummisi, Ty Rosas, and Taylor Witana by
Kameron Madson.

By Kameron Madson
Colorado State University is located in Fort Collins, a midsize city
at the base of the Rocky Mountains, less than an hour north of Denver.
Colorado State, also known as CSU, oﬀers more than 150 degrees in
8 colleges, boasting graduate programs in the schools of business,
engineering, and education alongside the renowned College of Veterinary
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. In fact, CSU is considered one of
the leading research universities.
Outside the classroom and research lab, students
can get involved with the more than 350 campus
Page 3 Editor
organizations, including about 35 fraternities and
sororities. Additionally, CSU oﬀers more than 15 varsity sports; they compete
in the NCAA Division I Mountain West Conference.
Alongside CSU’s exemplary academics and athletics, Fort Collins
proves to be the perfect home for anyone. With Denver down the road and
countless adventures awaiting among Colorado’s diverse landscape, CSU is
the #3 “College Town to Live in Forever” by CollegeRanker.
If you’re looking for a college experience with the perfect fusion of
Hannah Liang
culture, opportunity, and adventure, you’ll ﬁnd it in Fort Collins.
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Name one Led Zeppelin song.

Where does the Pope live?
(Vatican City)

Who painted The Last Supper?
(Leonardo da Vinci)

Who was Frida Kahlo
married to?
(Diego Rivera)

By Bella Aharonian
I think Rome.

“Hey Brother”

Leonardo da Vinci.
Diego Rivera.

Freshman Marcus Swalve

“Black Dog”

Sophomore Rachel Levy

Michelangelo.
Mr. Kahlo.

Vienna? Rome.

“Mo Bamba”

At home.

Leonardo
da Vinci.

Junior Julia Nisevich
Vatican

Justin Bieber.

City.

“Stairway To Heaven”
Leonardo da Vinci.

Senior Calvin
Dougher

By Stephanie Lau
We’ve got spirit! Yes, we do! We’ve
got spirit! How ‘bout you? Westmont Key Club
recently tested its spirit at Fall Rally North in Six
Flags Discovery Kingdom. Not only were there
free hugs, astounding cheers, and huge amounts of

glitter, Key Clubbers excitedly raised money for
the Pediatric Trauma Program. Unfortunately, the
rally hype has come to an end. Now, members rush
to pay their dues and ﬁll out application forms as
countless service events appear during the popular
fall season.

By Chloe Clegg and Arohi Gadagkar
Join Kids With A Cause! Passionate about
helping kids, Kids With A Cause directly volunteers
with children in need. Aiming to engage with foster
kids and underfunded school districts, we hope
to positively impact their education and personal
lives through projects such as Sunday Friends,
Cake4Kids, and tutoring. If you are interested,
come to our meetings every other Monday in room
31!

By Kate Lincoln
Want to learn about and help the environment?
Join Westmont’s brand new EcALLogy club
every Tuesday A-Day lunch in room 28 for
a fun activity, mini-lesson, and (sometimes)
treats! Earn community service hours—for
CSF—by attending some of the many volunteer
opportunities in our community highlighted
every meeting! Anybody is welcome and
every member counts—because helping the
environment takes us ALL!

By Aditya Kulashekar
Led by junior Melissa Lam and sophomore Avrey Cohen,, the Best Buddies Branch at Westmont High
School strives to create an environment of caring and inclusion. Members of Best Buddies are able to create
relationships with the special education students, and this relationship proves beneﬁcial to both people over time.
Melissa, when asked what she loves about Best Buddies, states, “My favorite part about Best Buddies is creating one
to one friendships with our buddies. It makes my day when I get to see all of the buddies get so excited when we visit
them or hang out with them.” Avrey elaborates: “The Buddies! They are all so happy, and. I love having the chance to
develop a genuine relationship with them because they too often aren’t given that opportunity.” Best Buddies meets
every Wednesday, so make sure you check them out!

All Photos by Bella
Ahronian.
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Anna Hanuska
Cassie Kim

By Julian Benesch
The Westmont College and Career Center Ambassadors are hardworking
students, striving to help bring the student body priceless information about
great college and career options. Club president, Amira Allawi, states, “As CCC
Ambassadors, we aim to help students help themselves pursue the future they want.”
Aiding the selﬂess Rene Klaus, the 12 CCC Ambassadors organize fundraisers,
spread information to the student body over social media, help the college visits
run smoothly. Westmont CCC provides these podcasts, as well as scholarships,
newsletters, and information on college visits on their student-made website:
cccwestmont.weebly.com. Make sure to look for the Ambassador Application,
coming to you in March!

Who is that?

Gl

bal News
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By Alexis Weisend
Brazil, a country with a rather liberal history, has just elected a far-right retired military oﬃcer as president. President-elect Jair Bolsonaro defeated his leftist
opponent Fernando Haddad in a grueling battle armed with fake news and personal attacks on each candidate. Political scientists suggest that the country’s sudden
switch in political alliances is due to a fear of a socialist Venezuelan-like future for Brazil, thus causing the election of what some call a conservative extremist.
Amidst Brazil’s rising crime rates and plethora of corruption scandals, including the infamous Operation Car Wash, Bolsonaro promises to crack down on
extortion and crime, making him very popular with Brazil, which possesses one of the highest homicide rates internationally. However, Bolsonaro faces criticism
due to his racist, homophobic, misogynistic, and even undemocratic beliefs. In broadcasted speeches—as well as clips—captured by news reports, Bolsonaro called
refugees “the scum of the world,” suggests parents “take a whip” to children “becoming a little gay,” said he is “in favor of a dictatorship” to the New York Times,
yelled at a fellow Congress Member that she is “not worth” raping, and criticized Brazil’s previous military dictatorship by saying he will “do the job that the regime
didn’t do: killing 30,000” if a civil war approaches. The president simply describes himself as outspoken and a political outsider, leading many to say he is Brazilian
Donald Trump.
Many women-led rallies have been held in protest of the election, which began the viral hashtag “Ele Não” or “Not Him.” Nonetheless, the president-elect
has become extremely popular with the youth of Brazil who wish to see change within their generation in regards to crime and corruption. Even so, the future of
Brazil remains unsure in the eyes of citizens.

Photo provided
by Grace
Rodhouse.

By Grace Rodhouse
The Federación de Campesinos Hacia el Progreso (Federation of Peasants Towards Progress), lies nestled in the mountains
of the province of María Trinidad Sánchez, hiding a gorgeous tropical landscape where nearly 600 farming members live
together. After Hurricane David devastated the Dominican Republic, thousands of families were forced to relocate from
the inland city of Bonao. The next year, the Federation of Farmers was formed by concerned by rural farmers. They
worked throughout the 80s to help reclaim farmland from two diﬀerent threats: a private company looking to build
a hydroelectric dam and several mining companies threatening to exploit the area’s natural resources contaminating
the land. Esteban Polanco was one of the Federation’s original founders and one of the main leaders of the nonproﬁt
organization that supports, connects, and unites 20 local rural farming communities to ﬁght for their rights to land and
promote their quality of life. They aim their mission to four speciﬁc goals; protecting natural resources, improving
access to to education for farming families, developing the economy for farmers by promoting tourism and building
greenhouses, and organizing community councils to represent the all the communities within the Federation. A
kind, selﬂess man, Esteban has put his livelihood and even his body on the life for the Federation, as he’s been
targeted multiple times and even possesses scars from where he’s been set on ﬁre by opposition. Esteban says the
hardest challenge they face as an organization is, “political people who try to make others stray away from the
foundation,” and the constant need for persistence. Yet the Federation of Farmers has proven time and time again
that it will continue to persist in their mission to improve life for these rural farmers.

By Hannah Liang and Kate Lincoln
What if we told you that you have only 12 minutes
to take an SAT? Or 12 days to build a NASA rocket? How
about 12 years to prevent the end of the world? Though
that last question hyperbolizes the extent of our Earth’s
current crisis, a recent report from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) essentially states that we
have approximately 12 years until our planet reaches an
environmental tipping point.
Released in Incheon, South Korea, on October 7,
the report addresses the detrimental eﬀects of industrialhumanity’s unsustainable habits (burning fossil fuels,
deforestation, use of harmful fertilizers, etc) on climate
change. It warns that, if not drastically altered or reduced,
such habits will project global climate temperatures past an
environmental tipping point (1.5 degrees Celsius) as soon
as 2030. As a tipping point, this means further action to
reverse our climate destruction will fall invalid, too late to
recover many of our destroyed ecosystems. Furthermore,
the IPCC pleas to international governments to alter their
cultural and economic practices in order to drastically
reduce CO2 output.
The implications of this account are expectantly
alarming. Though global warming has long plagued human
industrial activity—the Earth’s climate has increased by 1
degree Celsius (1.8 degrees Fahrenheit) since the late 18th
century—the contemporary rise to 1.5 or perhaps 2 degrees
Celsius will consequent in unprecedented environmental
degradation. Foremostly, the increase in global temperature
will provoke near-total melting of the polar ice caps and

raise sea levels immensely; this further causes higher
frequencies and greater intensities of oceanic storms
(including hurricanes, tsunamis, and typhoons), as
well as ﬂooding in coastal regions. In order to avoid
this devastating fate, recent estimates suggest that the
current levels of greenhouse gases must be reduced by
at least 40-50% by 2030, while the net total of these
emissions must reach zero by 2050.
The solution to this catastrophe requires a
vast and immediate alteration in our global economy as
well as energy production and reliance. Unfortunately,
we, as teenagers, can’t quite be the ones to go around
shutting down coal factories or converting the United
States solely to solar energy. However, in a subtle,
yet possibly more inﬂuential attempt, we can create
the fundamental shift in our wasteful culture to live
more sustainably. From anything as small as turning
oﬀ a light to a seemingly monumental dedication of
biking everywhere, any account of “eco-friendly”
habits contributes to this forward-thinking mindset.
However, no change will occur if none are aware of
the root problem: premature climate change. So, for
step one, we encourage you to share about the IPCC
report with anyone and everyone; talk to your friends
about being environmentally friendly; suggest for
them to research more on the topic; spread the word.
No revolution has ever succeeded from the hands of
just one person, but it only takes one person reaching
out to start a revolution.

Quick stats:
Graph 1:
Observable trends
in global surface
temperature
shifts (in degrees
Celsius).
Graph 2: Current
patterns of CO2
release (in billions
of tons) and
predicted net zero
deadline by 2050.
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By Aditya Kulashekar
In today’s day and age, sexual assault has emerged as one of the most prominent issues in our society. As numerous people join the #MeToo movement,
such crimes have become a focal point in debates across the nation. The movement has led to the demise of many celebrities and famed individuals, such as Roger
Ailes, Asia Argento, Kevin Spacey, and Harvey Weinstein. Although some citizens argue that America provides safe forums for victims to report assault, according
to The Washington Post, sexual assault occurs every three to four minutes in the country. In the same article, the author writes that only 6% of all sexual assault
cases are reported to law enforcement. This fact traces to the rape culture that disincentivizes victims who want to report their experiences and alienates those
who do. For instance, Brett Kavanaugh, the new Supreme Court justice, was recently accused of sexual assault. While the allegations are unproven, the treatment
of the victim, Dr. Christine Blasey Ford, was appalling; due to death threats and vandalism, she was unable to return to her own home after the Senate hearings.
Additionally, many high schools fail to properly educate
students on sexual assault, yet a large portion of cases
come from high school or early college students. To
prevent misconceptions about sexual
assault, schools must address this
growing problem by implementing
curriculum that lessens ignorance
regarding assault. Overall, even in
today’s social climate, people are
still extremely vulnerable to sexual
assault. While it only takes one
person to commit this atrocity,
the treatment of victims, and the
problematic rape culture implicates
the entire nation in this crime.

By Katie DaQuino
A few weeks ago, I overheard a sophomore discussing the
uncertain future of the infamous AP World History, lovingly
referred to as WHAP. Whispers of College Board slicing
the curriculum in half immediately caught my attention. I
decided to do some research before I formed an opinion.
After talking to other students to ensure that WHAP
was indeed changing, I headed straight to the source.
When I entered room 31, full of silent
sophomores bent over their desks, I was met with
ﬂashbacks of sophomore year. I vividly remembered
the late nights and the hand cramps as I tried to learn
over 10,000 years of history between the months of
August and May. Maybe splitting WHAP is a good idea
after all.
Jim Marshall agrees; it would certainly make his
job easier, with only half of the rigorous curriculum to cover.
The future sophomores would suﬀer vastly fewer note-taking
related injuries.
Was cutting history beneﬁcial to create room in
the curriculum? Already, standardized testing encourages
elementary school teachers to focus on math and language arts,
not history. Many high schools teach AP European History instead

of AP World. When I asked social science teacher, Eric Buran, for
his opinion on AP Euro, he expressed his concern that American
students are taught only European history when the Paciﬁc Rim
has a larger economic inﬂuence and two-thirds of the world’s
population live in China and India. On-level history mirrors
AP Euro, leaving WHAP unique in teaching true world
history. When I inquired whether Marshall thought on level
curriculum could change to become less Eurocentric, he
sighed, “That would need to occur at the state level.”
I wondered whether my personal love of learning
history could bias my opinion. When interviewed, both
Marshall and Buran echoed my concerns about neglecting
to teach inclusive and early history. Marshall points out,
acknowledging the cliché, the importance of studying
history so that we can learn from the past. History
continually repeats itself; we just need to be aware of the
patterns.
What is the future for WHAP? While details are still
unclear, it seems that next year the curriculum will start from the
Renaissance. Whether or not the ﬁrst half of world history will be
oﬀered depends on whether a teacher steps up to teach it. The fate of
history is uncertain, but I hope that it will never be erased entirely.

By Alexis Weisend
Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman Al Saud of Saudi Arabia—simply known as M.B.S. in the West—just ended his global tour,
aiming to transform the extremely conservative image of Saudi Arabia and ﬁnd investors for the kingdom’s steps towards change. His
plans for reform include three key steps aiming for amelioration: Saudi Arabia must become an ardent opposition to Iran, crackdown on
corruption, and develop a transformative economic agenda. These aspirations are highly appealing to the U.S., as uneasy tensions between
them and Iran have worsened ever since the nation left the Iran Nuclear Deal, which formed a tighter allegiance with Saudi Arabia.
Ever since President Trump’s visit with the prince, American media has praised his progressive stance on women and religious
authority. M.B.S. met with Adam Aron, the chief executive of the movie theater chain AMC, to discuss investment opportunities and
reported to the New York Times that “the crown prince is aware that Saudi Arabia has had a diﬃcult image in the United States because
it’s been such a conservative country for so many decades. He wants to transform Saudi society in ways that will be very appealing to
Americans.” However, after the report of Saudi Arabian journalist and U.S. resident Jamal Khashoggi’s brutal death and torturing most
likely due to his articles in The Washington Post criticizing the crown prince, Americans are asking themselves exactly how far will
M.B.S. go to change his country’s image.
Khashoggi’s murder highlighted M.B.S.’ hundreds of arrests of his own cousins who spoke out against the Saudi Arabian
government, and the still-missing three princes living abroad who had publicly criticized the kingdom. M.B.S. calls this a “crackdown on corruption,” as oﬃcials spend public money on luxurious lifestyles despite using $300 million of publically generated oil
revenue to purchase one of the world’s most expensive homes and placing a $450 million painting inside it. Thus, it’s safe to say
that most Saudi oﬃcials abuse public funds, so “cracking down on corruption” could apply anywhere M.B.S. wants.
So, is M.B.S. looking to reform Saudi Arabia or better their image for increased economic investment? Personally, I
Page 6 Editor
believe M.B.S. is conducting a play suited to his audience’s tastes.
Savannah Yee
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By William Caraccio
While you dance to the catchy beat of “Despacito,” make sure not to sing too loud, not to laugh too
hard, and most importantly, not to reveal anything about yourself. Alexa is listening, and she will record your
every word.
As smart speakers such as the Amazon Echo or the Google Home become available for cheaper
and cheaper, know that instead of a seemingly harmless household appliance, Alexa and Siri are in fact the
most eﬀective spies that have ever been deployed. At ﬁrst glance, one would assume that these intelligent
automated speakers are there for assistance; however, in reality, they are, eﬀectively, surveillance devices,
designed to listen to your every word. This may seem like a crazy conspiracy theory, but the proof lies
within the very patent that corporations such as Google and Amazon have submitted for approval. These
patents suggest that the always-on smart speakers could discover everything about a user, from their
current mood to a possible medical condition. The patent goes further in detail to discuss the possible marketing avenues
opened by the access to this kind of personal information. As stated in Google’s patent, the device could measure the
“volume of the user’s voice, detect breathing rate, crying.” Another example that the patents oﬀer is that the smart
speaker can listen in on personal conversations, and with that information, target you with speciﬁc ads that match
what you disclosed to you friends or family in what you thought was the privacy of your own home.
So, next time you dance to “Despacito,” know that you are dancing to Big Brother’s tune.

By Bereket Kebede
Let’s admit it, we all spend hours on our phones a day,
checking messages and refreshing timelines, eager to see if that
one person responded to your text or who the latest celebrity
beef is all about. I have a love-hate relationship with
social media. I ﬁnd myself using it frequently, at school,
home, work, or with friends. I love it because everything
is at the click of your ﬁngers, making everyone’s life a little
easier.
Just like anything else, there’s the downside to
social media—comparing yourself to others. Whether
it be appearance, money, cars, which college people are
attending, or relationships, it all appears to be perfect. It’s
rea
easy to fall into this trap and believe everything you see iss real,

but the reality is, it’s not. People post what they want others to see.
In a survey conducted by Child Mind Institute, people ages 14 to 24
were asked how social media aﬀected their lives. Results “found that
Snapchat, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram all led to increased feelings
of depression, anxiety, poor body image and loneliness.” While this
all may seem obvious, I think we all fail to realize how many
people this actually aﬀects, especially teens and young adults
who are unsure of themselves. I took a break from social media
for roughly a month earlier this year and, to my surprise , I did
not miss it. I highly recommend a social media cleanse for everyone.
Once you return from the short hiatus, you will be shocked, maybe
even disgusted, at how much you were addicted to the small device
containing social media.

By Izzy Alduino and Arohi Gadagkar
You see it every year: posters compelling us to attend football games and cheer them on as they take on their next opponent. However, during the same
season, did you hear about the exciting ﬁeld hockey match the other day? You know, the one where they beat Leland 12-1. What about the thrilling ﬁve-set
volleyball game against Branham the varsity team needed to win in order to move into ﬁrst place? The lack of advertisement for every sport, other than football,
has a harsh eﬀect on athletes; they feel as though their school doesn’t support them, or care enough to cheer them on. Where’s the equality you ask? The
million dollar answer has yet to be found.
The disregard of the sentimental traditions of sports is also prevalent on campus. Football is consistently recognized
at the Homecoming rally, and the team is allowed a near 15 minute ceremony on senior night, while volleyball players are
discouraged from meaningfully recognizing their seniors at their own match. Favoritism among sports rears its ugly head
here, as traditions in other sports are cut for the sake of time. If time is the issue, why is football alloted 40 minutes for
senior night, while volleyball and ﬁeld hockey receive about 10 minutes? The amount of hypocrisy and sexism in this
argument is astounding, and the inability to recognize the clear divide in support for
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sports is even more shocking. This is not meant to criticize football in any way, but
simply to encourage people to realize the value of traditions of other sports and to
implement their own traditions as well.
If the goal is to move in a gender neutral, equal direction, each sport should
be given the equal amount of respect and attention instead of making them feel
unheard at school. All we ask is for one poster, one shout out, and the ability to carry
Erin Campbell
out our traditions.
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By Cassie Kim and Julia Ocher
On a warm Saturday afternoon, we ventured into Campbell
Creamery, a locally-owned ice cream shop on 267 East Campbell
Avenue. Upon entry, we realized that the brightly-colored and
sweet-smelling shop oﬀers more than just a wide range of ice
cream—they oﬀer rich custard, soft serve and frozen yogurt, and
make shakes and sundaes, complete with a plethora of toppings to
choose from. To help you select a ﬂavor, the helpful staﬀ allows
you to sample a variety of the ice creams and custards.
Julia: After looking at a variety of diﬀerent ice cream
ﬂavors and trying samples, I ordered a scoop of the Marbled
Butterscotch ice cream. The ﬁve ounce cup oﬀered the perfect
amount of rich and decadent ice cream. The butterscotch ripples
were sweet and lucious and paired extremely well with the thick ice
cream. I rate it 4.5 stars because although the texture was creamy
and amazing, the pricing was comparable to Baskin Robbins,
which was pretty surprising. However, I think it’s worth the cost!
Cassie: As an indecisive teen, I took a while to pick from
the arrays of ﬂavors and types of ice cream oﬀered. In the end, I
decided to get the Black Marble Raspberry ice cream in a cup.
The raspberry swirls were fresh and vibrant, and the sweet and tart
ﬂavors tasted great with the creamy vanilla ice cream. Although
the ﬂavors were good, it was almost overly sweet, so I would rate
it 4 stars.
The prices start at $3.50, so it isn’t unreasonable, especially
since it supports a locally owned business with high quality
ingredients. But be forewarned: the Campbell Creamery can
get very busy, and there is limited seating both inside and
outside the shop.

Chloe Clegg and
Arohi Gadagkar
Junior year, it’s
a struggle, but
ya know what,
it really be like
that sometimes.
Anyway,
what
better way to deal
with it than to go grab
a cup of coﬀee, or as we
like to say, a cup of love. After
all, coﬀee, even at expensive
hipster places, costs less than
therapy. This month, we decided
to give Voyager Craft Coﬀee a try.
Sampling both the classic
mocha and the Silicon Valley, an appropriately named original
drink, we can deﬁnitely say that Voyager has beyond surpassed our expectations.
While some places seem to think a mocha should resemble chocolate milk,
Voyager has found a perfect recipe that balances both chocolate and coﬀee
ﬂavors. On the other hand, the Silicon Valley is a unique drink that tastes just like
a homemade apple pie, but in latte form and with caﬀeine! In addition to all the
traditional drinks, Voyager sells unique, signature drinks that are most deﬁnitely
worth the rather expensive cost. Although we didn’t try any food, they did oﬀer a
wide selection of pastries and avocado or goat cheese toast.
Besides the delicious drinks, what really makes Voyager stand out is the
adorable, hipster aesthetic. Decorated with motivational quotes drawn on chalk
boards, world maps, and succulents, Voyager almost makes studying worth the
pain. There’s a lot of space inside, but beware, most of the tables are not be very
big, and the store can get extremely crowded during popular times. Nevertheless,
the staﬀ always engages in friendly conversation and takes the time to tailor your
drink to any speciﬁc preferences you have. To top it all oﬀ, Voyager sells the most
charming mugs and stickers that could spark a craving for coﬀee and wanderlust
in anyone.
Ultimately, Voyager Craft Coﬀee has impressed us beyond measure, and
you will deﬁnitely catch us studying there in the near future (but hopefully
we’ll be deteriorating a little less)! Give it a try, and we assure you that
it will not disappoint.

By Samantha Lam and Stephanie Lau
So here’s the tea. If you go Westmont, chances are you’ve been to T4. A short ten minutes away from school, this tea shop is
another popular place for students to eat, study, and chill. Does it really live up to the hype though?
Samantha: I got the Passion Fruit Royal Tea with 30% sweetness, regular ice, and boba. First things ﬁrst: T4 makes their
drinks ridiculously sweet. Though I ordered 30% sweetness, it tasted like 100%. The sheer sweetness of my drink made it sickening
to consume after a while. However, the boba was great as always: sweet and chewy. Overall, I would give my drink a 6/10.
Stephanie: For the past two reviews, I’ve been ordering lychee ﬂavored teas, but I decided that it’s about time to
change things up a bit. I ordered the Mango Royal Tea with 30% sweetness, regular ice, and boba as a topping. Honestly, this
drink was way too sweet considering I already lowered the sweetness level. How can one make tea this sugary? I thought we
were at T4, not Tpumps. Sorry, no tea, no shade, just facts. Oh well, at least the boba tasted better and had a soft, chewy texture
that we all know and love. I would rate my drink a 6/10.
T4 deﬁnitely disappointed both of us. Most people probably go to this spot for their tea ﬁx because of the mere
convenience of it. Sure, it’s a great place to work on homework and hang out with your homies after school, but we would
never go out of our way to buy their drinks. So does it live up to the hype? No, it really doesn’t—although
doesn’t—although we would probably
doesn’t
give it another try during the school year. And that’s the tea.
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By Julian Benesch
If you want to try some new and exciting food, I recommend going to Zeni, a great local Ethiopian restaurant. As you walk
into the eternally bustling scene, you are oﬀered with the option to eat at a table or in a room with traditional Ethiopian table setups.
My favorite part is that you get to eat with your hands! Your meal arrives on a large round plate covered in injera, which is similar to a
special sourdough tortilla, and you receive a basket of injera to use to pick up your food.
My favorite dishes are the Yeg Beg Tibs, Atakilt Wot, and Shuro Wot. The Yeg Beg Tibs is cube lamb, sauteed in butter with
blistered peppers and golden brown onion, served sizzling in an iron pan right onto your plate. I always choose the Atakilt Wot to get my
vegetables for the day, savoring the soft taste of boiled cabbage, potatoes, and carrots, with a slight essence of garlic and ginger. Finally,
the Shuro Wot, roasted and powdered chickpeas simmered in a beautiful red berbere sauce, covers your mouth in a soft tangy sauce. I
promise you that you will ﬁnd your meal at Zeni rewarding as you laugh with your family and savor the rich ﬂavors of Ethiopia.
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By Meliea Chiu
Inspired by the Harajuku scene, Senior
Vanessa Findlay enjoys incorporating Japanese
culture into her fashion. Between watching anime
or drawing chibis, Vanessa pridefully showcases
her love for culture with bursting style.
What are three words to describe your style?
Hip, Californian, and grandma.
Who is your fashion icon?
Instagram model Jazzelle, @uglyworldwide.
Where do you like to shop?
Old Navy.
What is your favorite fashion trend?
Windbreakers.
What is one fashion tip you would tell
someone?
Try to combine comfort and style.

Photos of
Vanessa and
Riku by Meliea
Chiu.

By Jessica Swalve
Scarves: the perfect
fall and winter accessory. It’s
amazing how much warmth they can
add on a chilly day (plus it helps that
they’re just super cute). I used to never wear scarves.
My mother has a whole shelf dedicated to scarves but
I never saw the point in wearing them and didn’t care
for the ones she owned. However, after seeing others look
so toasty as they wore them around school, I began my search.
Casually, I found a cheap one I liked one day over summer and wore it
around my house that afternoon. (I was excited about the new item and
had to try it on!) Man, I was so hot! That scarf warmed me up really
fast and I had to take it oﬀ or else I would sweat.
As an individual who is always cold, I am now on the hunt
for cute scarves and am looking forward to this winter for a chance
to wear them. Recently, I visited Chicago. Yes the weather is slightly
diﬀerent with 15 m.p.h. winds, and there was one item I was the most
glad I packed—my scarf. So, this winter, I highly recommend wearing
scarves. If you own them, don them; if you don’t, buy some!

By Meliea Chiu
Whether dancing at the MVP San
Jose Dance Studio or strolling through
Westmont’s hallways, Senior Riku Iwasaki
maintains a clean, minimalist style. Joggers,
ﬂannels, graphic tees—the breakdance club’s
president layers outﬁts that are not only comfy but also
popping.
What are three words to describe your style?
A fuse between modern and old school, Hyph, and ninja like.
Who is your fashion icon?
Dancer Keone Madrid.
Where do you like to shop?
No certain place; I like to shop anywhere. If I see what I
like, I get it.
What is your favorite fashion trend?
Oversized shirts.
What is one fashion tip you would tell
someone?
Try and be creative.

By Sara Prough
*Takes deep breath*. When you interrupt a girl’s school day to force her to
change clothes or send her home because her shorts are too short or her bra straps are
visible, you are telling her that making sure boys have a “distraction-free” learning
environment is more important than her education. Conﬁdence should be encouraged,
not discouraged. Furthermore, what’s the big deal about girls practicing or running in
sports bras? During the beginning of the school year, sports practice in the hottest weather
of the year; temperatures rise up to and sometimes over 100 degrees on the turf. When
we practice down in the bowl, it’s almost ten degrees hotter on the turf than on real grass.
The gym gets stuﬀy and moist, making it hard to practice in and harder to stay cool.
In these conditions, while working out and playing our sports, we are dripping sweat
through our shirts while boys get to practice and condition without even wearing a shirt;
yet again, girls are being sexualized and told that their bodies must not be shown because
it’s inappropriate.
I understand that it is not socially acceptable to walk around without clothes
and that every girl has a sexual object on their chest. With the understanding that all
girls have the inevitable tragedy of having boobs, we are taught to hide them away and
that they are very inappropriate. Breasts and girls’ bodies have been oversexualized by
society for centuries; it’s time to get with the program. Obviously, boys will never stop
getting distracted and girls will never be able to wear cute clothes without being told
to change. Girls should just do what they want and stand up for their bodies when the
situation presents itself. Instead of shaming girls for their bodies, teach boys that girls are
not sexual objects.

Rosy
Dippel:
40%

Paris
Altez:
60%
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Turkeys of the Year

By Marina de Alba
To say the least, 2018 has been an interesting year, with many controversial people coming
into the spotlight. Brett Kavanaugh, however, tops the rest and wins my award for Turkey of the Year.
In case you live under a rock and have not heard about the process that led to Kavanaugh’s
conﬁrmation, here is a brief summary: in July of this year, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
Anthony Kennedy retired from oﬃce and transitioned to senior status. President Trump promptly
nominated Kavanaugh for a seat on the Supreme Court to replace Kennedy. Soon after, psychology
professor Christine Blasey Ford contacted a Washington Post tip line with allegations that Kavanaugh
had sexually assaulted her in the early 1980s while the two of them were in high school. Several other
women eventually spoke up and accused him of sexual assault during the same time period. Thus began
Kavanaugh’s lengthy hearing by a Senate Judiciary Committee and an additional FBI investigation.
I took the SAT on October 6, and as soon as I left my testing room, I turned my phone back on. The
very ﬁrst notiﬁcation I received was a headline from the New York Times informing me that Kavanaugh had
been conﬁrmed to the Supreme Court. I can think of no better news to receive after spending four hours in
an overly air conditioned classroom taking a standardized test that will determine my future.
Who knew that the same man that uttered the words “I like beer. Do you like beer?” and proceeded
to mention “beer” a total of 29 times while standing before a Senate Judiciary Committee would actually be
conﬁrmed to serve on a committee composed of the nine most honest individuals this country has to oﬀer.
Well, I’ll be damned. Anything is possible now!

By Melina Mahood
The self-proclaimed “king” of
basketball, LeBron James truly deserves a turkey of
the year award. I’m sorry his team choked in the NBA
ﬁnals this year. I mean, how awkward for King James
to not be able to rally his team together for even one
game; the Cavaliers got swept by the Warriors in the ﬁnals.
Yeah, he performed well, but if James is truly the “GOAT,” then
he should’ve been able to motivate the Cavs and help them win
at least ONE game.
Now, let’s talk about his pReGaMe rItUaL. Why in the
world would he throw chalk powder in the air before he plays?
He straight looks like a toddler who found Johnson & Johnson
baby powder for the ﬁrst time and squeezed the bottle too hard.
Not to mention, he needs his own distinct routine to set him apart
from his team. Talk about a cohesive, bonded environment!
Lastly, LeBron decided to move to the Lakers.
No matter how much the Cavalier fans love LeBron, he will
ruthlessly leave them time and time again when the Cavs aren’t
performing to his standards. First Miami and now Los Angeles.
Sorry Cavs fans, your King doesn’t want the throne you created
for him because James always does what he wants—in this case,
it’s moving from one overhyped team to the next.

By Bella Aharonian
Many people have outdone themselves this year with
their perpetual stupidity and generally odd behavior, but
senior Santiago Musgrove has taken ﬁrst place as turkey
of the year. Santiago, commonly mistaken for a Yeti, can be
spotted from afar. Along with his abnormal height, his interesting
attire attracts many eyes. This usually consists of an oversized
ﬂannel, inappropriately short shorts, and some Birkenstocks.
Although Santi’s unique style can be forgiven, his littering
habits cannot. While spending time with Santiago, you’ll ﬁnd yourself
constantly saying, “you better pick that up.” Rather than disposing of a
piece of paper in the trash, Santi usually chooses to rip it into a million
little pieces and let the wind set it free. So annoying. He also shows oﬀ
his amazing basketball skills by chucking his banana and orange peels
into the bushes, arguing that they are “natural.”
Santiago’s eating habits might even surpass his litterring ones
by how much disgust they bring. Unfortunately, Santi loves to multitask,
so he insists on chewing and speaking at the same time, displaying all
his chewed up food in his mouth. Delightful. After he ﬁnishes his meal,
Santi leaves his area much worse than he found it
it—crumbs
it—c
rumbs everywhere,
wrinkled up napkins, absolute chaos.
Throughout this year, Santiago Musgrove has consistently
been a weirdo. He never fails to amaze us all on a daily basis with his Photo of Santiago
confusing behavior, but we still love him.
by Bella Aharonian.

By Emma Cline and Daniela Sechen
“When you hear about slavery for 400 years … for 400 years? That sounds like a choice.” Ladies and gentlemen,
Kanye West. He later Tweeted, “I freed a thousand slaves; I could have freed a thousand more if only they knew they
were slaves,” a quote he misattributed to Harriet Tubman. With lines like this, it’s no wonder West made our list of 2018’s
greatest turkeys.
Kanye West has dominated the Hollywood stage: taking part in epic feuds, starting a family with somehow
famous Kim Kardashian, and even becoming a political tool. Where does he stop? Despite recently repealing himself
from the world of politics—“my eyes are now wide open and now realize I’ve been used to spread messages I don’t
believe in,” he announced on Twitter—West has stolen media attention with various pro-Trump rants and even a
meeting with the president in the Oval Oﬃce.
“I felt a freedom in doing something that everybody tells you not to do,” Kanye said of wearing a MAGA
hat and supporting Trump (although after his infamous SNL appearance, Kanye claimed that he was bullied for the
headwear backstage). Moreover, Kanye has called Trump “my brother,” while Trump believes that he and Kanye “have
been friends for a long time.”
Upon visiting the impoverished country of Uganda, the thoughtful Kanye gifted
an autographed pair of white Yeezys to their president, Yoweri Museveni. Further proving
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his benevolence, Kanye donated hundreds of Yeezy Boost 350 v2s to the children of
a Ugandan orphanage. Suﬀering from a child poverty rate of 55%, the country surely
appreciated his visit.
Although Kanye was previously known for his powerful music, 2018 undeniably
cursed his image for good. After spitting false facts about history, claiming him and Trump
Katie
share a “dragon energy,” and even exposing his own iPhone password to the mass media,
Daniela
Kanye truly deserves to be a turkey of the year.
DaQuino
Sechen
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By Grace Rodhouse
While my family isn’t the biggest on celebrating Thanksgiving with a big sit-down dinner and all the ﬁxings, I still enjoy all the wonderful
foods the fall season brings with it; the biggest one would be pies! A pie is a perfect opportunity to create a yummy dessert with any fruit or vegetable.
Here’s my review on several pies you should enjoy throughout this season.
1. Sweet Potato Pie: I know many people shy away from a dessert containing a vegetable, but here me out. I ﬁrst tried sweet potato pie at the farmers’
market in Downtown Campbell from a lively vendor who convinced me to give his little pie a try. I immediately became hooked. This pie is sweet,
yet not ﬁlled with all the sugary syrup put into fruit pies, so you aren’t constantly wiping it away from your mouth.
2. Apple Pie: The traditional crisscross placed over this pie adds to the beautiful aesthetic of this fall favorite. The apples are cooked to a soft
consistency, something I love since I hate eating actual apples. A cinnamon ﬂavor also elevates the ﬂavor so your mouth isn’t overloaded with apple,
giving the pie a true taste of fall.
3. Pumpkin Pie: Last, but certainly not least, we have the pumpkin pie. Since my family doesn’t like to take the time to cook an entire meal the day
before, we usually buy our food from the store. But nothing beats this traditional Thanksgiving dinner dessert, with its creamy thick center providing
the perfect pumpkin ﬂavor.
Funky
Funky Fudge:
Fudge: Caramel-y
Caramel-y
Pumpkin
Pumpkin Spice
Spice

Anna Hanuska
What says Thanksgiving
more than a fudge to share
with friends and family?
Not much, and this caramel
pumpkin spice fudge is a
necessity for the holidays!

11stick
stickofofbutter
butter
11cup
cupofofbrown
brownsugar
sugar
14
14oz
ozofofsweetened
sweetened
condensed
condensedmilk
milk
22Tbsp
Tbspofofgolden
goldensyrup
syrup
11cup
cupofofwhite
whitechocolate
chips
chocolate chips
11tsp
tspofofpumpkin
pumpkinpie
pie
spice
spice

1) Melt the butter in a medium saucepan. Then,
add the condensed milk, golden syrup, and brown
sugar.
2) Stir the mixture constantly over low heat for
about 10 minutes. Add the white chocolate chips
and mix until melted. Then, stir in the pumpkin
pie spice over heat for another 5 minutes.
3) Remove from heat and pour the fudge into the
pan.
4) Let it chill in the fridge overnight.

By Savannah Yee
Tired of the same old turkey? With the same old mashed potatoes and green beans?
Now, I’m not hating on the traditional Thanksgiving meal; I’m just saying that a little variety
every once in a while wouldn’t kill anyone—certainly not the turkeys. One year, my mother
spent hours slaving over a turkey and let’s just say, it didn’t end well for either of them. After
that, my mother was scarred; our conventional Thanksgiving meal, abolished.
Changing our meals up every year, my family picks a diﬀerent cuisine to cater
for our celebration. The ﬁrst year, we made sushi and other Japanese food; my mom and I
rolled the sushi by hand! The second year, we threw it back to traditional Thanksgiving, as
good ol’ turkey and mashed potatoes still had a special place in our hearts. We have created
diverse menus each year, our cuisines ranged from Chinese to Mexican, and last year, we
even crafted a typical American meal: burgers, hot dogs, fries, and more! Unfortunately, our
beloved tradition will be coming to an end this year, as most of my family is moving back
to Kentucky, our family’s origin. Lucky for me, I will always remember the fun cooking
adventures and the memories of the delicious and savory food our tradition brought us!

By Allira Bellawala
Everyone knows about Thanksgiving, a holiday full of food and family, but
what about friends? Shouldn’t there also be a holiday where friends take the time to
appreciate one another and have another excuse to stuﬀ their mouths? Well, luckily
for any out there asking these questions, I’ve got the answer for you: Friendsgiving.
The only needed parameters are friends, food, and a thankful attitude. My favorite
version of Friendsgiving is one of complete freedom; it can be any time or place and
include any food desired, regardless of how strange. Sure, Friendsgiving traditionally
occurs during November, but no one will stop you from eating your heart out in a
Friendsgiving in August.
My ﬁrst Friendsgiving was completely spontaneous; during my ﬁrst Speech
and Debate tournament (at Santa Clara University during Thanksgiving break),
Sheyna Rongong and I walked to a nearby Safeway. Starving, we picked up whatever
food we could ﬁnd and held a mini banquet, sharing chips, drinks, and various foods.
This casual communion would evolve in the years to come (always during the SCU
tournament), until last year, Sheyna, Ankitha Gopal, Grace Vallen, and I held the
most oﬃcial Friendsgiving yet. With a table full of an entire chicken, loaves of bread,
potatoes, gravy, cranberries, carrots, and various sodas, we feasted in between our
rounds as confused and concerned debaters looked on. During the meal, we shared
stories, jokes, and reasons why we’re thankful for each other. Our Friendsgiving
tradition, unique to speech, is something we all look forward to at SCU.
The true spirit of Friendsgiving lies within the people, not the place. It can be
whatever you want—some have fancy dinners at their house with games while others
hold casual meeting for lunch. I encourage everyone to hold their own Friendsgiving
this year, if not to appreciate their friends, at least for the awesome food.

By Jessica Swalve
The holiday season is my favorite time of year—
families gather, homes are warm and cozy, the food is
magniﬁcent, and everyone is in a good mood. It’s a time of
love, laughter, and chances to give back. My favorite memory
of the holiday season is when I overslept on a Thanksgiving
morning. At the age of eight, I woke up, looked at the clock,
and sprung out of bed. Rushing down the stairs, I realized I
had forgotten my headband (I wore one everyday) and turned
around to grab it. At the bottom of the stairs, I turned the corner
into the kitchen to see my father starting to prepare the dinner
over the stove while the rest of my family gathered in the great
room. “Well, good morning, sleepy head,” my grandmother
aﬀectionately said. I smiled and the day began. I’m always
looking forward to the holiday season for memories such as
these and am excited for this fall.
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By Allira Bellawala
Across the district, students may have
noticed a slight change in the grading of their
classes, a direct result of this school year’s new
policies. A task force consisting of 25 people,
5 administrators, and 20 teachers oversaw the
decision, with Assistant Superintendent German
Cerda acting as the lead. To spread the word, the
task force held paper bag lunches at each campus
in the district, sent emails with the rough drafts
to all staﬀ, and provided a survey to acknowledge
other viewpoints and address any potential issues.
Cerda explains, “We looked at all the research,”
from records from the 1900s to the College
Board standards. However, the topic has engaged
many students and parents across the district in
conversation about the impacts and motivation
of the changes. The extensive new grading policy
includes more than you may realize.
Overall, there were three large revisions
featured in AR 5121 (the oﬃcial designation of
the new policy): equal interval grading scales,
academic habits weighting, and the omission of
the A-plus and D-minus. In the past, the choice
of grading scales rested solely on the teacher,
and while that is still predominantly the case, a
few limitations have been added. The traditional
100minuspoint scale has an interval of 10 points
between each grade, excluding F, where the
interval is 60 points. As a result, grades can
be skewed when incomplete assignments are
weighted heavier than other work. However,
grades now must fall on an equal interval grading
scale; teachers themselves chose the type of scale,
although it must be approved by the district ﬁrst.
50 point scales, 4 point scales, and a 100 point

scale with a 50% ﬂoor all provide examples
of equalminusgrading scales and acceptable
scales for teachers to enact. As Cerda explains,
they “wanted to bring consistency across the
schools in the district.” Changing the academic
habits weighting improves consistency across
the district. Academic habits are deﬁned in AR
5121 as “routine and necessary skills or content
taught in class, as well as preparation for future
classes or projects” (homework and participation
both fall into this category). Previously, teachers
decided how highly weighted academic habits
would be, creating great disparity across the
district. Teachers now cannot weigh academic
habits above 20%, as they “are primarily assessed
on task completion.” Rather than a relatively
trivial task determining a large portion of grades,
a limit will make classes and learning conditions
across the district more equal and consistent.
“It separates academic grades from discipline,”
Cerda emphasizes. “We wanted to set guidelines
for achievement.” The hope of placing limitations
on the weighting of work done outside of class is
to highlight the work students are completing in
class when a teacher is actually present. Perhaps
the most controversial of the three, the removal of
all A-pluses and D-minuses has confused students
and parents alike. From now on, pluss and minuss
within all grades are optional, and the A-plus and
D-minus will no longer be allowed. According to
Cerda, “they were unnecessary.” A teacher within
the task force also stated that the administration
wanted grades to reﬂect those in college, where
an A-plus makes a diﬀerence in g.p.a.; including
an A-plus and not the grade change, he explained,
could be confusing and unimportant for students.

Stats Bar:
A sample of 100 Westmont students.

KEY
= Yes
= No

Question 1:
Should CUHSD
require teachers
to switch from a
traditional grading
scale to a an equal
interval grading
scale?

For any concerns about colleges’ opinion
on the changes, Cerda maintains that “not once
did the pluses come up” in any conversation with
admissions oﬃcers from numerous colleges.
“They didn’t look at the plus and minus, that was
never part of a conversation about grades. It was
more about your weighted and unweighted g.p.a.,
your A-G requirements, and extracurriculars.”
While it is true that the g.p.a. of a student remains
unaﬀected, regardless of plus’s and minus’s,
concerns about appearance linger, as well of the
eﬀect on the motivation of students. However,
the task force determined that the answer to
their question of “is it getting more students into
college?” was no, “[pluss and minuss] just weren’t
making the diﬀerence.” Furthermore, students can
still receive recognition for exemplary work by
their teachers and school administration. While the
exact reason of removal remains elusive, the new
grading policy undeniably does not aﬀect g.p.a.
With regard to any concerns about inhibiting the
teachers’ right to choose how to run their classes,
teachers will continue to have the ability to enact
grading policies within the limits.
Documents on the new grading policy
are available to the public at www.cuhsd.
org. Before deciding a position on the matter,
try to examine and analyze the entirety of the
information provided; the decision was made
over a long period of time, rather than being a
splitminussecond choice. This new policy aﬀects
everyone within the Campbell Union High School
District, and all students, parents, and staﬀ alike
should take a moment to examine the changes and
their impacts.

19%

81%

By Alexis Weisend
The grade change policy was designed in order to make it easier for students to
recover from holes that may have been dug by a couple of test scores, while ensuring that
teachers focus on a student’s mastery of subject above anything else. District members
had noticed what an ample eﬀect missing homework, singular failed tests, and lack of
participation had on students’ grades. Thus, the 100 point scale shall be altered in order to
attest to these damages.
“When the grade of 0 is applied to the 100 point scale, the interval between D and F
is not 10 points but 60 points,” mentions section AR 5121 of the policy. The district attempts
to solve this problem by ensuring “the interval between each letter grade is proportionate to
the interval between each numerical grade” so that students may easily recover from an F
to a D. This means that the new grading scale will look like this:

There exists no grade below 50% on this new scale, even for missing work.
Moreover, the district has taken this initiative one step further by eliminating A-plus
and D-minus as a grade, with some schools even being allowed to eradicate the letter
D as a grade altogether. Once again, this is to encourage a student’s ability to rise
academically.
Additionally, the district hopes to achieve higher socio-economic equity
standards by removing the PE department’s ability to penalize students for wearing
the wrong uniform if they cannot aﬀord PE clothes.
Overall, this grade change policy was created with the intentions of ﬁlling
the holes of academic underperformance within the district.

Question 2:
Do you support
CUHSD
eliminating
the A-plus and
D-minus as grade
options?

87%
13%

By Erin Campbell and Alexis Weisend
Many question equal interval grading’s ability to motivate students to
exhibit exemplary work due to the policy’s lack of punishment toward missing
assignments and cheating. The school district argues that the traditional
grading scale is placing too much emphasis on rules and expectations rather
than knowledge gained. However, many teachers argue that high school is
meant to prepare students for college and careers; therefore, the punishment
of a zero in the grading book in response to tardiness, work ethic, and student
behavior is an integral part of student growth. Thus, the district must decide if
high school is about knowledge, preparedness, or a combination of both.
Furthermore, students and parents are concerned about the eﬀect this
grading policy is going to have on college acceptance. The district may have
one idea about the ideal form of education, but most colleges have another.
If the institutions recognize our school district as one that eliminated zeros,
they may interpret our grades as not reﬂective of their standard of education.
Colleges will therefore consider CUHSD student grades as ineﬃcacious
measures of academic ability.

A 4-point grading scale is one method of equal interval grading.

Question 3:
Should CUHSD
have control over
teacher’s grading
policies?

28%

72%

By Katie DaQuino and Daniela Sechen

This year, Kelly Donohue is experimenting with the
new interval grading system, which she calls “interesting.” She
ﬁnds that, to her surprise, it is now “harder to get an A” (as well
as “harder to get an F”). Nevertheless, she recognizes that as an art
teacher, her grading is more subjective than in other classes,
and therefore the new system may aﬀect her diﬀerently.
Donohue compliments the district’s “good intentions”
concerning the change, but states that she “would like to
see more guidance” for teachers in the
transition period.

Westmont’s assistant principal, Matt de Cesare, supports
equal interval grading, as it “allows for students to have a better chance at being successful.” A zero on the traditional grading
scale, which has a 50% F range, creates “a big hole” for students
to struggle out of, he explains. On the other hand, a zero on the
equal interval grading scale, which has only a 20% F range, allows students to more easily recover from a missed assignment.
Addressing the concern that a 20% “passing” grade does not
show proﬁciency in a subject, de Cesare emphasizes that an
20% on the traditional scale does not correspond to a 20% on an
equal-interval scale.
Finally, although acknowledging that he “[doesn’t] work
a lot with admissions,” de Cesare believes that elimination of the
A-plus and D-minus will not hurt students. “From what I
understand,” he says, “most [schools] look at the letter
grade, and not the A-plus or the A-minus.”

When we asked history teacher Christopher Mock about the changes
to the grading system, he made it clear that he had no part in the decision-making
process. (Indeed, many teachers alluded to the superintendent’s sole control over
the proposed changes.) Mock, however, did have an opinion on the new system.
Mock currently uses an equal interval grading system, a four-point scale
for on-level and a ﬁve-point scale for APUSH. He believes this grading scales
places a higher emphasis on a student’s “level of thinking” rather than the points.
Another beneﬁt he sees is the removal of the “double F,” which occurs when a
student receives a zero on the traditional grading scale and falls into a hole like
de Cesare described. Still, his “biggest concern” is that, under the new system,
teachers would be required to allow truant students to make up assignments, a
policy with which he does not always agree.
Mock said he did not have a strong opinion regarding the removal
of the A-plus and the D-minus, though he admits that he appreciates the extra
motivation that they provide students. No matter which system the district decides
to implement, however, Mock most hopes for “consistency,” with all teachers using
the same grading scale.

English teacher Alison La Bouﬀ, who currently
uses the traditional grading scale, opposes the proposed
change to equal intervals. Her biggest objection is the shift
in the passing minimum from 60% to 20%. “If someone can
only get 20% in a class,” she questions, “do they really know
that material?” Similarly, La Bouﬀ disagrees with the removal
of the A-plus and D-minus. She points out that a teacher may
then “choose to set passing at 62%,” thereby harming students
“who would have passed otherwise” with a D-minus.
La Bouﬀ also expresses her concern that
when admissions oﬃcers look students with the
same g.p.a, “if one had all As, and one had all
A-pluses, [the latter student] would look better.”
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By Bella Aharonian
Going to the gym is kind of scary. The free weight section, speciﬁcally, radiates a very unwelcoming,
intimidating feeling. I have always feared this territory, but one speciﬁc experience scarred me for life.
One hot summer day, I went to the gym to grind. I put a 25 plate and 10 plate on each side of the squat bar. I
chose not to put clips onto the bar to secure the weights since, as a professional, I didn’t need them. Big mistake. After
doing a couple squats, I noticed that the weights on the right had slid a little away from the center, so naturally
I thought it’d be a good idea to tilt the bar, still resting on my shoulders, to the left, so that the weights on the
right would slide back into place. As you may have predicted, the weights on the left fell oﬀ the bar, which
made me lose my balance, thus resulting in the right-side weights falling as well. There I stood, all the
weights lying around me, the entire room of Chads and Brads staring at me. The horror. Although this
experience traumatized me, I’ve been able to overcome my gym phobia, but I still don’t use clips.

By Izzy Alduino
Many people have an embarrassing story
about how they made a fool of themselves in front of
their crush, whether it was tripping and falling as they
pass by their crush in the halls, or laughing so hard
milk spews out of their nose on their ﬁrst date. My
own not-so-bright moment involves me forgetting
how to speak English, or even speak at all. It was

a cold, spring afternoon in eighth grade. I had just
ﬁnished retaking a Spanish test, and I started singing
a song under my breath. All of a sudden, I heard him
behind me say, “Wow Isabelle, you have a really nice
voice.” I whipped around, realizing who it was. My
hands started sweating, my breathing quickened,
and I couldn’t think straight. With my tongue tied in

By Julian Benesch
It was my ﬁrst day of Spanish 3 as a freshman. I was one of the ﬁve
freshmen in a sea of juniors, confused by the many complexities of high school,
like logging into a Chromebook. When I went outside with my backpack,
I heard some music playing next to me, so I turned to one of my freshman
friends and complimented his music choice. Looking at me like I was crazy,
he said that he wasn’t playing music, but by that point, I couldn’t hear the
music anymore; we went inside, where the class was loud with the chattering of
juniors. However, when the class became dead silent while the
teacher was instructing 10 minutes later, I could clearly hear
an explicit song playing. All of my peers were looking at me,
and my new teacher’s eyes bore into my soul, forcing me to
look in my backpack and as I opened the zipper, the music.
Horriﬁed, I remember that I had been playing rap during
lunch on my mighty Kindle Fire HD 8. Humiliated, I pulled
out my Kindle, which was playing the music from Pandora.
I thought had turned oﬀ my volume during lunch, but for
some reason, the music was still on. To this day, I still sit and
cringe at my stupidity.

By Olivia Ocher
I wandered through my kitchen, waiting for a tasty morsel to magically
appear. I peeked into the fridge for the third time only to discover the same barren
wasteland. However, my hunger, combined with the incapability of making
anything more complicated than a grilled cheese sandwich, accidentally led to a
slight dilemma.
During this time, my mom was clearing oﬀ the dining table and getting
ready to change the tablecloth, which was stained with the juice previously
spilled by my youngest sister, Amelia. Coincidentally, my mom had just ordered
Amelia’s school pictures, which she left on the dining table. While cleaning the
table, she placed the pictures—still in the neat, white envelope—on top of the
toaster and rushed to answer a phone call.
Meanwhile, in the kitchen, I proudly carried a piece of bread over to the
toaster, merely glancing at the envelope. At the time, I was too hungry to realize
what occurs when paper and plastic heat up to a high temperature. Thus, I only
shifted the papers a little to the side, enough to ﬁt the piece of the bread in the
toaster and thought to myself, I am not only conserving my energy by not moving
the papers, but also trapping the heat in, creating a crunchier piece of toast. I did
not have this same mentality when the smoke alarm went oﬀ a few minutes later.

By Hannah Liang
Minutes before that whiny middle school bell signaled our
freedom, a friend of mine asked if I wanted to hear a joke. Not anticipating
anything out of the ordinary, I agreed. “What word do you get when
you combine the ‘Pe’ from Peeta and the ‘Niss’ from Katniss?”
he’d asked me. My naive 11-year-old mind did not understand,
so I replied, “I don’t know. Tell me.” Even after he revealed
the solution to his riddle with a cackle, I didn’t see any
humor behind the combination of those characters’ names. I
wished not to embarass myself further, so I burst into a fake
grin along with him. However, at my after school daycare
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knots, the only thing I could spit out was, “Thanks!
Sing together sometime we should! Great melodies
I’m sure.” I had basically just told him that we should
be singing buddies, in one form or another. He just
gave me a bizarre, pitiful look, nodded his head, and
walked out of the classroom. To this day, my mom still
gets a kick out of calling me “Singing Buddy #1”.

By Sara Prough
I have a lot of not-so-bright moments, so I thought
I should just list them out for you guys.
1. When I was in ﬁrst grade, I told my class that I was
named after Saratoga because I was jealous of a
girl who was named after Honolulu.
2. When I was in third grade, my teacher was
explaining Hanukkah to the class. She asked if
anyone was Jewish and if they knew how many
candles were on the menorah. I raised my hand
and said I was Jewish and that there are 12 candles
on the menorah. There are only eight.

program, I still could not ﬁgure out why the joke was so
amusing. Unaware of the consequences I would soon face,
I repeated the exact same question (and response) to one of
the child care coordinators. With a horriﬁed expression on
her face, she furiously scribbled my name onto one of
those infamous colored notes indicating inappropriate
speech, and harshly reprimanded me for saying such
a heinous thing. I wouldn’t ﬁgure out what that joke
really meant until the seventh grade, during our
required sex education course.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

About two years ago, I thought that Texas was in Mexico.
I thought Canada was a state in the U.S.
I also thought that Alaska was at the bottom of the world.
Public school failed me in learning about geography.
Recently, I was getting out of my car, but my seatbelt was still
on, so I nearly choked myself.
I tried drinking coﬀee while driving, and while I was taking
a sip, I went over one of those huge speed bumps in the road
that you’re supposed to drive over at 25 miles per hour. I was
going 35, and when I hit the bump, coﬀee ﬂew out of the mug
and poured all over me and the inside of my car.
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Senor, 9

Dancer, 12

Coco, 5

Molly, 6

By Kelsea Dizon
Favorite Activity: Barking aggressively at other dogs while on walks.
Bio: I love humans but hate other dogs. When someone gives me a
shower or wants to play, I become extremely hyper and sprint laps
around the living room table. To save money, my owners poorly cut
my hair themselves. Originally, my name started as Señor Dexter, after
Dexter Morgan, but the family shortened it to Señor.

By Savannah Yee
Favorite Activities: Running through Clark’s ﬁeld and eating yummy
rice bran!
Bio: I love going on long trail rides, kicking my heels up in the arena and
eating lots of treats. I have been with Savannah for 4 years and I hope to
go to college with her!

By Erin Campbell
Favorite Activity: Napping.
Bio: Cuddling is one of my favorite things to do, and I love to nap with
my girl while she does her homework. I am also ﬁercely protective of my
family and won’t hesitate to chase any squirrels that threaten them! I love
my family so much, and I know they love me too!

By Makenna Adams
Favorite Activities: Barking, sunbathing, and being hand fed.
Bio: As a chocolate labradoodle, I am sometimes confused with a pile
of seaweed. I enjoy short walks to the end of the driveway because long
walks are hard.

Ziggy, 3; Rugby, 5

Winston, 7 Months

By Grace Rodhouse
Favorite Activity: Annoying each other and the family.
Bio: Ziggy is named for her vibrant personality. She has a wiggly body
and a tongue so long it doesn’t ﬁt in her mouth. She annoys Rugby
by biting his ears. Rugby is super sweet but will defend his ball to the
death. Both fosters are energetic but can nap longer than anyone else.

KEEP SWIPING
All photos of pets
provided by their
owners.

SEND A MESSAGE

By Madi Zanardelli
Favorite Activities: Eating food that isn’t mine, stealing slippers and
chasing leaves.
Bio: I am a silver Labrador who enjoys the company of others and just
wants to be everyone’s friend, including cats. You can call me Winnie
for short!
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By Chloe Clegg
With the highly contested midterm elections, celebrities and political activists
alike have been encouraging everyone to vote in an attempt to increase turnout at the
polls. However, voter suppression, primarily targeting Democratic minority groups,
prevented many citizens from exercising their legal right to vote.
Speciﬁcally, Republican legislators have limited early voting, enacted stricter
ID requirements, and increased the diﬃculty of voter registration. Consequently, in
the 2016 presidential election in Wisconsin, over 23,000 primarily black voters were
systematically disenfranchised; if the new requirements had not been enacted, the
results easily could have swung in favor of the Democrats. In regards to the midterms,
Georgia’s Republican candidate for governor, Brian Kemp, suspended 53,000
voter registration applications, 70% of which were those of African Americans’.
Furthermore, 70,000 citizens in North Dakota could have been prevented from voting
as a result of restrictive ID requirements that unfairly target Native Americans who do
not have a technical street address. Strict laws also have aﬀected key races in states
such as Texas, Kansas, and Florida.
Although Republicans claim to have enacted these policies to combat voter
fraud, there have been just 31 credible instances of voter impersonation among about 1
billion ballots cast between 2000 and 2014, according to a study conducted by Loyola
Law School and published in The Washington Post. Ultimately, the democracy of the
United States depends on the universal right to equally participate in government.
If citizens cannot vote, their fundamental, inalienable rights have been denied, thus
threatening the foundation of our democratic system.

By Marina de Alba
Undoubtedly, this year’s midterm elections were some of the most tense in
history, particularly as Democrats battled to take control of the House, and Republicans
struggled to maintain a majority in the Senate. One of the tightest races in the country
took place in Texas, where Democratic House representative Beto O’Rourke, who
represents the 16th Congressional District, ran against Republican incumbent Senator
Ted Cruz. Although Texas is one of the most right-leaning states in the nation, polls prior
to November 6 indicated that Cruz did not hold a double-digit lead over O’Rourke, and
the race was too close to call.
Up until Election Day, O’Rourke took drastic measures to close the gap that
separated him from Cruz. However, O’Rourke’s eﬀorts did not suﬃce, and he lost by
a relatively thin margin. Although Democratic Texans felt a sense of disillusionment
following the results, O’Rourke made an impressive run, considering his state’s historical
leaning. Texas has not elected a Democratic Senator in 30 years, but it sure came close
this time. As of yet, newspapers and political analysts have indicated that because of his
loss, O’Rourke may feel ever more compelled to run for president in 2020.

By Ben Nikitin
It’s happened—though the crucial races were incredibly tight.
For the ﬁrst time since the 111th Congress (2009-201l), the Democrats
have taken the reins of the House of Representatives with a comfortable
majority1 . Fueled by a blue wave of popular discontent against President
Trump, the Democrats swayed demographics from white suburbanites,
to young people, to women. They’re coming into the House energized,
planning to function as a bulwark against Trump and his domestic agenda.
With a blue House comes a Democratic chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee; this change will result in the examination of Trump’s tax
returns and business dealings as well as reopened investigations into
Russian-aﬃliated ﬁgures such as Donald Trump, Jr. Likewise, President
Trump’s legislative agenda will have virtually no chance of coming to
fruition; even if one branch of Congress opposes a president, the U.S.
Constitutional system provides that one branch with immense checking
powers. Essentially, Democrats will now have a better negotiating
position for their budget, and all of Trump’s domestic policy legislation
will be forgotten.
On the other side of the Capitol, Republicans maintained
control in the Senate.2 That’s no big surprise, but there were a couple
unexpected twists which gave Republicans an additional edge, such as
Indiana Senator Joe Donnelly’s loss to Mike Braun, an Indiana State
House Republican. Additional Democratic losses in the Senate, such as
those of Missouri Senator Claire McCaskill and North Dakota Senator
Heidi Heitkamp, are indicative of a new political reality: increasingly
polarized, with extremism trumping the unique moderation of these two
consummate politicians. With Republicans keeping control of the Senate,
expect the continuation of the Republican project to shape a conservative
judiciary as well as additional perks for President Trump, such as his
ability to continue pursuing his foreign policy agenda with full steam.
1. This trend will, in my opinion, be a recurring one. Granted that districts are truly
representative, the Democratic majority of the country as a whole will keep the House blue
in the near future.
2. This trend will likewise continue. The Senate was constructed to favor territorial
representation, not popular representation; it is further built to keep minority rule (currently
of Republicans) intact.

By Emma Cline
We’re making history, people! As of Tuesday, more women will serve in the House of Representatives than ever before. Taking home two-thirds of the
districts that ﬂipped to blue (according to USA Today), congresswomen truly played a pivot role in the democratic surge. Setting records in this new “Year of The
Woman,” many female politicians broke barriers and are paving the way for a more diverse government. Let’s meet these trailblazers:
• Michelle Lujan Grisham, a U.S. representative from New Mexico, will be the • Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the 29-year-old Democrat from New York,
ﬁrst Democratic Latina governor.
will become the youngest woman elected to Congress.
• Democrats Sharice Davids of Kansas and Deb Haaland of New Mexico will • Republican Marsha Blackburn makes history as the ﬁrst female senator
become the ﬁrst Native American women elected to Congress. Davids will also
ever elected from Tennessee. Likewise, Arizona elected their ﬁrst female
be Kansas’ ﬁrst openly gay representative.
senator.
• Democrats Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib will become the ﬁrst Muslim women • Democrat Ayanna Pressley will be Massachusetts’ ﬁrst black
in Congress. Omar is also Minnesota’s ﬁrst woman of color elected to Congress.
Congresswoman.
• Democrat Lou Leon Guerrero is now Guam’s ﬁrst female governor.
With an introduction of at least 5 minority women to Congress,
more LGBTQ+ representation, and even an astounding 33 female vs. female congressional races, this year’s Midterms mark a key milestone in American politics.
The surge of female representation in government ceases to waiver, and we can only expect more to come in the future.

By Aditya Kulashekar
Although a large spotlight has been cast on the nation’s midterms, one important issue that has gone largely unnoticed by the mainstream media is
gerrymandering, the act of manipulating the boundaries of districts to favor one party or faction. Although the Supreme Court ruled in 1986 that gerrymandering is
unconstitutional, it continues to aﬀect the results of elections today.
Many incumbent governors and state legislators resort to gerrymandering in order to secure reelection and to promote the interests of
their party. An NPR report on the 2012 elections prove the negative eﬀects of gerrymandering: throughout all races in the House, the Democrats
received 1.4 million more votes overall than all the Republican candidates. However, due to the majority of Republican governors and state
Chloe Clegg
legislatures, gerrymandering swung the majority of the House to the GOP, 234 to 201. This tends to happen more in many swing states who
Arohi Gadagkar often produce equal amounts of Democratic and Republican representatives. For example, NPR points to numerous cases of gerrymandering in
Michigan, North Carolina, and Ohio, states that have provided key races in the past. Although the blue majority in the House that many foresaw
came true, experts continue to argue that the Democratic majority in the House would be much higher if it were not for gerrymandering.
Page 16 Editors Overall, gerrymandering manipulates the results of our elections and aﬀects our democracy, and is an issue that must be resolved quickly.
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By Hana Tobias
The sloth, a mammal widely recognized as adorably lazy, is an incredible animal. Sloths possess a myriad
of fascinatingly unique characteristics. Known for their sluggish movement, sloths typically travel at most 125
feet per day. Furthermore, sloths tend to sleep, on average, an impressive 15 hours per day. Due to the inactivity
of sloths’ lifestyles, algae grows on their fur. Interacting symbiotically with the algae, sloths not only supply the
algae with shelter and other resources but also utilize the algae as camouﬂage and as a source for nutrients. To
obtain nutrients through other means, sloths eat mostly buds, leaves, and shoots, although it takes about a month
for a sloth to digest a single leaf. Comprised of interesting anatomies, the two main species of sloth (the two-toed
sloth and the three-toed sloth) both possess long claws that allow them to cling to tree branches. An additional
vertebrae at the base of sloths’ necks enable them to turn their heads almost 360 degrees, providing them with a
comprehensive view of their surroundings. If sloths possessed a normal bodily structure, gravity would crush
their lungs (since they spend most of their time hanging from trees), but their organs are attached to their rib cage,
allowing them to breathe and function normally. Additionally, ancient sloths looked much diﬀerent from their
present-day descendants; a type of sloth known as Megatherium could grow as large as an Asian elephant. These
cute, creatures may not move quickly, but their other attributes certainly compensate for their lack of motivation.

By Melina Mahood
We all have snakes in our lives. And no, I am not talking about those creepy little slimy
things that slither all over the place; I am talking about the fake people, also known as backstabbers.
Everyone has that one “friend” that acts super nice and cheery right to your face, but as soon as they
walk away they immediately talk crap about you. If this sounds like someone you know, DO NOT
ENGAGE. Snakes are dangerous creatures that will stop at nothing until they feel accepted into a
group or a single friendship through gossip, lies, and deceit. Now, sometime snakes are lurking in the
back, well hidden behind their facade, however, I can help you seek out these reptilians and expose
them for who they are. Trust me, if your friends possess any of these traits, they are most certainly a
snake.
1. If things you say to only one person come up in a conversation with another, you must
remove your conﬁdant from your social circle because they are a… wait for it… SNAKE!
2. If your so called “friend” likes to do things only if it is good for themselves or to get
something out of it, ladies and gentleman, you are ﬁrst-handedly dealing with a snake. Just
cut them out, no questions asked.
3. Now, if your friend looks like a human, but also told your mom you stayed out past curfew,
they are not only a snake, but a snitch; it’s time to say goodbye.
The snake epidemic is real, people, and it is not to be taken lightly. Do your part in stopping
these tragedies and preventing the snakes from spreading and infecting others. It’s better to be safe
than sorry because who knows, maybe one day you’ll morph into the snake.

By Sara Prough
Hopefully by now we all know about our
neighbor city over the hill: Santa Cruz. Not only is
Santa Cruz a breathtakingly beautiful place, but also
there are many hidden spots to visit and tons of beaches
to chill and get your tan on. If you’re looking for a beach
that’s always warm, go to Sunny Cove. Davenport
Beach is usually a little bit colder because it’s further
down the coast, so dress warm if you plan on going
there for the day. Beside Santa Cruz’s alluring beaches,
there are many downtown areas in every little town.
My personal favorite is Downtown Capitola because
my best friend has a beach house in the neighborhoods

behind the town. When we were younger, we would
walk from the house and through the town to the beach
or take a secret path to cross the old bridge. Santa Cruz
also has some of the chillest people you’ll ever meet,
but homelessness is a major issue. For all my surfers
out there at the end of 41st Avenue, there’s a lookout
and lots of great waves to catch down below. As for
the beginners, the beach right next to 41st is the Santa
Cruz Beach Boardwalk and it’s a wonderful spot to
practice when there’s not a lot of people. Santa Cruz is
a great place to visit if you want to relax with friends
and forget about your worries on a warm sandy beach.

By Stephanie Lau and Annie Vertin
The Oxford English Dictionary deﬁnes the word “sister” as a woman or girl in relation to
other daughters and sons of her parents. However, in today’s world of constantly changing teenage
lingo, “sister” has taken on a completely new meaning. After repeatedly referring to his fans as sisters,
James Charles, a rising YouTube makeup artist, initiated a new trend across the globe. Now, many
millennials regularly use the word “sister” when talking to friends. For instance, we frequently greet our
friends by obnoxiously yelling, “Hey sisters!” In addition, “sister” can be placed before words beginning
with the letter “s.” Some examples include: “I’m so sister stressed,” and “Calculus is a sister struggle.”
Another common phrase is “sister snapped,” which has a wide variety of meanings. You could use “sister
snapped”
to describe someone who looks especially good on a particular day (Wow, Samantha’s outﬁt looks super cute today. She really
sister snapped); this phrase can also be used to indicate someone who has been pushed over the edge (Without her daily coﬀee to
keep her going, Chloe really sister snapped). Integrating “sister” into a sentence has deﬁnitely become a sister standard thing to
do. See what we did there? Clearly, “sister” can be used in a variety of situations. “Sister” might not be here to stay, but for now,
we’ll just end this article with a simple sister salutation!
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By Makenna Adams
Thanksgiving is the time of year to appreciate simple things in life. Take time to be grateful
this Turkey Day and enjoy one of these ﬁve movies with friends and family. Happy Thanksgiving!
1. A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving: The Peanuts gang comes to life in this classic
Thanksgiving tale of friendship, kindness, and the importance of giving.
2. Jack and Jill: Jack, played by Adam Sandler, cringes every November when his twin
sister, Jill (also Sandler), visits for the big holiday. Laugh out loud at Jack and Jill’s humoring,
brother-sister relationship, and smile at the movie’s heartwarming ending.
3. Son-in-Law: Starring Carla Gugino and Pauly Shore, this comedy touches on one of
the biggest challenges for newlyweds on Thanksgiving: getting along with all of the relatives!
4. Free Birds: In this fun, animated movie, Reggie the turkey (voiced by Owen Wilson)
goes back in time to stop the ﬁrst Thanksgiving and save generations of turkeys from
being the main dish. WOW!
5. Planes, Trains, and Automobiles: To surmount the craziness of the holiday season,
two travelers must join forces if they want to see their families on Thanksgiving Day.
Enduring one crazy adventure after the next, their unlikely friendship inspires viewers to
appreciate one another, despite seemingly-insuperable diﬀerences.

By Erin Campbell
Markus Zusak’s Bridge of Clay is an unforgettable story of family and determination. His ﬁrst book since The Book Thief 13 years ago,
Bridge of Clay is certainly worth the wait. The book tells the story of the ﬁve Dunbar brothers growing up and learning about the world as they
discover the truth about their father’s disappearance. One of the brothers, Clay Dunbar, sets out to build a bridge, leaving the reader wondering
just how far he will go and how much he will overcome.
The skilled writing isn’t the only thing that makes this book special. The author behind the words contributes as well. I had the
opportunity to attend Zusak’s book signing in Santa Cruz, and his lively stories and kind attitude made the event a lot of fun. Overall, Zusak
really outdid himself with the moving and impossible-to-put-down Bridge of Clay
Clay.

By Grace Rodhouse
As streaming services become ever more popular in today’s culture, YouTube provides an
entire platform for individuals to promote themselves through all types of videos: makeup tutorials,
news and gossip, vlogs, and many more. Those who gain millions of views and subscribers manage
to market themselves to their viewers in creative ways which average individuals cannot. Recently
coming into the spotlight is the Sister Squad, consisting of James Charles (you may remember him from the Flashback Mary meme), the Dolan Twins who
are worth around $4 million, and newcomer Emma Chamberlain. Their recent collaborations also assist their popularity by pushing their subscribers in the
direction of the others’ channels. Family channels like Okbaby, The Ace Family, and Cole&Sav seem to have recently gained a bigger following, as couples
with adorable babies portraying the modern “everyday” family capture the eyes of younger generations. Shane Dawson’s recent documentary series is a long
shot away from his old videos, as he covers the most controversial people on YouTube, including an eight episode series looking into “The Mind of Jake Paul.”
Another individual Dawson looked into is Jeﬀree Star whose channel, as well as his makeup brand and other companies, give him a net worth of $50 million
(his 6 pomeranians live a better life than I ever will). As mankind becomes evermore engrossed in new computers and phones, social media platforms allow
people to market themselves, their personality, or their lifestyle. There’s a good chance social media sites will soon become this generation’s Hollywood.
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By Erin Campbell
If you consider your sense of humor dark and cynical, Daniel Sloss’ Netﬂix specials are for you. With a unique outlook
on love and life, Sloss proudly boasts to have caused 10,000 breakups. Now this might sound odd to someone unfamiliar with
his perspective, but after watching “Jigsaw,” this number makes much more sense. His other special, “Dark,” addresses death,
showing why many label his humor as “dark.” These specials are unlike any others on Netﬂix, so if you want something darkly
diﬀerent, check out Daniel Sloss.
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By William Caraccio
Although mostly unknown, Jon Bellion oﬀers a valuable contributribution and brings a new and refreshing sound to modern music. Intertwining both the
cold, robotic rhythm of computer-generated sound, and the raw, pure vocals of human singers, his most personal and profound album, The Human Condition, takes
the listener on a 14 track journey riddled with emotion and a search for deeper meaning. Calling Jon Bellion an up-and-coming artist is an extremely apt description:
not only is he on the brink of stardom, but the music he writes, produces, and sings is a true piece of art.
Unlike many other artists, Jon Bellion establishes a satisfying circle of continuity within every one of his albums and even songs. In his latest album,
Bellion subtly places both lyrical and musical motifs throughout the album, each of which carry a heavy load of life lessons and symbolic value. The Human
Condition, describes what it is to be a struggling, ﬂawed human being. Through a complicated series of beat-boxing infused rap, slow melodic harmonies, bizarre
computer generated noises, and even a full-ﬂedged choir, Jon Bellion depicts the ups and downs of life.
The album’s ﬁrst song “He Is The Same,” juxtaposes an angsty mixture of up-beat rapping and catchy beatboxing, with a smooth, emotive chorus of
singing and humming, to convey a message of human imperfection. Throughout this tour de force of sound, songs such as “Overwhelming”, which depicts the
intense feeling of loss of control associated with love, “Maybe IDK,” which highlights the acceptance of human ignorance, and “Guillotine,” a groovy, danceable
jam, Jon Bellion eclectic creative opus captivates and delights listeners from all walks of life. In his closing song “Hand of God,” Jon Bellion concludes his
masterpiece in the only way he knows how: with a memorable, highly poetic combination of all of his previous songs. “Hand of God” acts as a synthetic crescendo
of the entire album before it wrapping it up with satisfying circularity.

By Annie Vertin
If you’re reading this article, I have a very important message for you: stop what you’re doing and start listening to Rex Orange County. “Who’s Rex Orange
County?” you may ask. Well, lucky for you, that’s what this article is all about. Read on to learn about one of the most innovative artists in today’s music industry.
When he was only 16 years old, Rex Orange County (born Alex O’Connor) attended the BRIT School for Performing Arts and Technology, where Adele
and Amy Winehouse once trained. Rex’s time at the BRIT school inspired him to start writing and recording music, which led to the release of his ﬁrst album, bcos
u will never b free in 2016. In the following years, he released his second album, Apricot Princess, and was also featured in Tyler the Creator’s album, Flower Boy.
With unique vocals, personal lyrics, and intricate melodies, Rex’s music contains an original sound that has attracted a devoted fan base. Many listeners appreciate the
creativity of his tracks, a refreshing deviation from the auto-tuned atrocities that are common in the current music industry. While Rex’s most popular songs include
“Best Friend,” “Loving is Easy,” and “Sunﬂower”—which are all amazing songs—I would also recommend underrated tracks like “Happiness,” “Uno,” and “Waiting
Room.” All in all, Rex Orange County is deﬁnitely an incredibly talented artist you should check out. Like, right now.

By Aditya Kulashekar
Sir Robert Bryson Hall, more commonly known as Logic, ﬁnally released his highly anticipated album
Young Sinatra IV on September 28 of this year. The album is the fourth installment in his popular Young Sinatra series
of albums, which includes: Young Sinatra (2011), Undeniable (2012), Welcome to Forever (2013), and now YSIV. His
Young Sinatra persona has always been popular with his biggest fans, as many of them prefer Sinatra over his true
self. While none of the individual songs were chart-toppers, the album itself debuted at number 2 on the Billboard Top
200 Chart. On the ﬁrst song of the album, “Thank You,” Logic thanks all of his fans and includes numerous voicemails
sent by his supporters. He even brings together the entire Wu-Tang Clan for a song named “Wu-Tang Forever.” Junior
Patrick Chan loves Logic’s new project, citing the “nasty ﬂows” and “amazing lyricism, as usual.” Alan Villanueva’s
favorite song is “One Day,” as he ﬁnds the song “extremely catchy.” Many critics have ranked Logic’s latest project as
one of his greatest albums, which demonstrates his growing creativity. Overall, Logic utilizes many aspects of hip hop
that were dominant in the ‘90s, using many unique beats and ﬂows that have disappeared in the current rap world. If
you ever want to experience music that is diﬀerent from current mainstream hits, Young Sinatra IV is a must listen.

By Savannah Yee
The ominous music in the background as the main character creeps
through an abandoned house, or the soulful ballad as the OTP of a show
breaks up—essential to craft incredible scenes and provoke mind-shattering
and potentially heart-breaking emotions, good music must have a presence
in any quality TV show or movie. In fact, some of my favorite tunes
have come from the TV shows I watch.
***Disclaimer: this article contains spoilers for the following TV
shows: Life Sentence, Atypical, and Riverdale.
1.Life Sentence: S1 E5— “WestSideStory”
“idontwannabeyouanymore” by Billie Eilish
Found to be cured of her cancer, Stella Abbotts must now
learn to live her life as if she is not dying for the ﬁrst time in years.
This life-altering discovery completely changes her entire world,
including her relationship with her husband. As Stella doubts the strength
of her relationship, Billie Eilish doubts herself and her insecurities in
“idontwannabeyouanymore,” paralleling Stella’s situation and insinuating
the uncertainty Stella must be feeling in herself as she struggles to repair her
relationship.

2. Atypical: S2 E1—“Juiced!”—“I’ll Never Let Go” by Jeﬀery Amor
Dealing with the aftermath of discovering her mother’s aﬀair, Casey Gardner, a
16-year-old track star, goes for a run after quarreling with her mother. The lyrics
of the song detail the sequence of hope, potential disappointment, and
the idea of treasuring what one is hoping for. For Casey, the thing she
hopes for is the reconcile of her family. The coupling of this scene
with “I’ll Never Let Go,” introduces the idea that her family could
recover which segways into the storyline of season two.
3. Riverdale: S3 E1— “Chapter Thirty-Six: Labor Day”—“Walk
Through the Fire” by Klergy, ft BELLSAINT
Accused of a murder he did not commit, Archie Andrews
suﬀers through an unbearable trial, his loved ones enduring the pain
with him. “Walk Through The Fire” conveys how one give up everything
for someone they love. At the end of Archie’s trial, the jury ﬁnds him guilty;
however, the prosecution oﬀers up a reduced sentence. Almost instantaneously,
Archie agrees for he does not want to witness his family and friends endure a
lengthy and diﬃcult retrial. He is willing to “Walk Through The Fire” for them.
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By Bereket Kebede
Rex Orange County: Nov 15 & 16 (The Regency Ballroom)
Fleetwood Mac: Nov 21 (SAP Center)
Bhad Bhabie: Nov 28 (The Catalyst)
Poptopia: Dec 1 (SAP Center)
6LACK: Dec 3 (Warﬁeld Theatre)
Travis Scott: Dec 16 (Oracle Arena)

Bereket Kebede
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By Chloe Clegg and Aditya Kulashekar
Everyone knows that the United States possesses the world’s greatest military force, yet the country lacks any protections
against the ever-present, perilous threat that looms over us all: extraterrestrial beings. Endangering our basic safety, these creatures
threaten our unalienable rights and liberties that form the foundation of the American identity.
However, there’s no reason to fear anymore. Enter President Trump. With the formation of his Space Force, he will guarantee
the safety of citizens for millenia to come. Bravely, the president declared during a speech, “We’re doing a tremendous amount of work in
space–I said, maybe we need a new force. We’ll call it the Space Force.” Inspired by movies such as E.T. and Terminator 2, as well as his
favorite bedtime show, Fox and Friends, President Trump decisively decided that a Space Force would
be in the best interests of the American people.
Although some may argue that taxpayer money may be better spent on “earthly aﬀairs,” there
will be no Earth left if we do not protect our world from the malicious creatures lurking in the great
unknown. Even famous astrophysicist Neil DeGrasse Tyson pointed to the beneﬁts of the planned Space
Force combating the imminent threat of asteroids against our “shining city upon the hill.” Since the
current administration is planning to fully implement the force into the military by 2020, Americans can
soon sleep soundly in their beds, knowing they are truly safe from extraterrestrial monsters.

By Grace Rodhouse
Life already seems perilous between
school, home life, and extracurriculars, without the
thought of the big wide universe around us and our
place in it. Here’s a few fun facts to remind you of
the terrifying expanse we live within.
1. An unidentiﬁed thing, larger than anything in our
known universe, is slowly sucking portions of the
Milky Way away.
2. Eventually, in about a billion years, the night sky
will eventually turn completely black as the Milky
Way blends with other galaxies.
3. Extended space travel can literally change your
DNA. Scott Kelly returned from a year on board the

By Erin Campbell
1. “Space Oddity” by David Bowie.
2. “Man On The Moon” by R.E.M.
3. “Drops of Jupiter” by Train.
4. “Eclipse” by Pink Floyd.
5. “Walking On The Moon” by The Police.
6. “The Great Unknown” by Jukebox the Ghost.
7. “Spaceman” by The Killers.
8. “Space Travel Is Boring” by Modest Mouse.
9. “Starlight” by Muse.
10. “2000 Light Years From Home”
by The Rolling Stones.
11. “Major Tom” by Peter Schilling.
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International Space Station to have grown
two inches, and also have diﬀerent DNA
than his twin brother Mike, in turn no longer
making them biological twins.
4. An exoplanet 20 light years away from us,
known commonly as the closest option for an
Earth 2, possesses little habitable space for
human life. Because of the atmosphere, any
plants which grow there would grow black.
5. We technically all live within the sun.
While the sun is understood to be 93 million
miles away from Earth, its atmosphere
reaches far beyond even Neptune.

By Hana Tobias
Galactic cannibalism, a phenomenon observed widely throughout the universe,
occurs when an immense galaxy collides with and absorbs a smaller galaxy, consequently
changing shape. In this process, the gravitational forces of each galaxy reach out and pull
on each other. Although both galaxies engage in the event, the largest galaxy usually trumps
the other galaxy. Galactic cannibalism may seem unrealistic, since the nearest galaxy to
the Milky Way, the Andromeda galaxy, is located over 2.5 million light-years away, but in
other regions of the universe, galaxies exist in close proximity to each other. With galaxies
constantly moving, some inevitably collide.
Scientists discovered evidence of galactic cannibalism in the Local Group, the
galaxy group that includes the Milky Way, when observing the Andromeda galaxy; decimated
galaxies nearby left traces of their original forms, such as a peculiar halo of stars. Examining
the halo, scientists realized that most of the stars belonged to a galaxy destroyed in the past—
the third-largest galaxy in our region (smaller than the Milky Way and Andromeda). Most of
the galaxy perished when Andromeda absorbed it; however, scientists believe that its center
survived, becoming one of Andromeda’s satellite galaxies. Evidently, galactic cannibalism
alters space in unique and interesting ways. Andromeda will eventually swallow up our
galaxy, the Milky Way. Don’t worry, though; this event likely will not aﬀect life on Earth
signiﬁcantly, besides changes in constellations. Anyway, Andromeda will not absorb the
Milky Way for about four billion years, so we have nothing to fear.

By Bereket Kebede
In July of 1969, America made history by sending the ﬁrst man to the moon. Thousands of
people were anticipating the landing, sitting in front of their television watching the broadcast. It
was an exciting time for everyone, or “One Giant Leap For Mankind.” Fast forward to present
day, many conspiracy theorists believe the moon landing was completely faked. One of their
main arguments for this is that it was nearly impossible to record the entire journey, and
air it on national T.V. with the technology they were using. Instead, they believe it was
recorded in a Hollywood studio. If you pause the video and look into the astronauts’ gear,
there is a clear reﬂection of what appears to be a studio light, like the ones used on movie
and television sets. Secondly, the American ﬂag is clearly seen waving back and forth, as if
there was a breeze… But there is no wind in space. One of the most convincing reasons that
led theorists to believe that the moon landing was faked is the fact that there are no visible stars
in the video. If stars can be seen from Earth, sure enough they’d be even more clear in space, out
of all the places one could be. This theory has yet to be debunked and will probably remain a
mystery forever.
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By Hana Tobias
Capricorn: You tend to spend too
Scorpio: Make sure to check much time studying and worrying
out black friday sales; if you about school; don’t forget to take
brave the enormous crowds, a break to relax and regain your
you can ﬁnd incredible deals.
sanity!
Sagittarius:
Over Aquarius: With Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving break, you plan quickly approaching, you look
to take full advantage of your forward to telling your friends and
free time, travelling or spending family how much you appreciate
time with friends and family.
them.
Gemini: You are excited for the Netﬂix all day.
Although you
holiday season. During this time, should relax and enjoy yourself over
everyone seems more cheerful, Thanksgiving break, make sure to
and you have breaks from school. spend time with other people as well.
Cancer: For you, cold weather Leo: In fall and winter, you enjoy
provides an excuse to stay inside, many aspects of nature, like the rain
drink hot drinks, and watch and the colorful trees.
as possible.
Libra: Baking and eating a myriad
of pies will please you in the coming
weeks.

By Kate Lincoln
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Virgo: The holiday season
provides an opportunity for you to
demonstrate your appreciation of
your friends, so make sure to take
advantage of this in as many ways

By Bella Aharonian and Jessica Swalve
● What did the ﬁst say to the paper before they
fought?
○ I’m going to tear you up!
● What did the lawn say to the barber when the
barber was cutting the lawn’s hair too short?
○ No mow mow!
● What did the tomato say to the potato?
○ Is it “po-tah-to”? Eh, tomato to-mah-to,
right?
● Why did the cops arrest the bus?
○ Because he got busted!
● Why was the airplane trembling?
○ It was experiencing turbulence.
● What’s a snake’s favorite food?
○ Beef.
● What do you call a bus that has traveled overseas?
○ A Columbus.
● How does Draco Malfoy slide into DMs?
○ He slithers in.

By Anna Hanuska

By Kameron Madson
Use the ﬁrst letter of your name.
A: Amy: the emotional one.
B: Britney: strictly street-smart.
C: Courtney: has watched Mean
Girls 17 times this year.
D: Dana: has gotten straight As
since 5th grade.
E: Erica: always a cat for
Halloween.
F: Faith: top g.p.a. in her chapter.
G: Georgia: goes to every party;
skipped her midterm for a party.
H: Heather: the cheerleader.
I: Izzy: the other cheerleader.
J: Jillian: always brings food to
chapter meetings.
K: Kristen: the president of her
chapter; dating the president of
the top fraternity.
L: Leah: hates everybody in her

Pisces: You eagerly await the arrival
of winter weather, for you can wear
your favorite comfortable clothes.
Aries: Plan to assist your parents
when making food for Thanksgiving;
they will greatly appreciate your
help, and you have more control
over what you can eat.
Taurus: You look forward to eating
a hearty Thanksgiving dinner.

sorority.
M: Melissa: got into every Ivy League she applied to.
N: Nicole: never uses her own money, always gets guys
to Venmo her.
O: Olivia: down to party anytime of the day or week.
P: Patricia: never does anything fun, studies all the time,
once in a while will go out with the girls.
Q: Quinn: the only one that can never get enough sleep.
R: Rachel: star athlete; gets all the hot jocks.
S: Sarah (“with an H”): throws hands whenever somebody spells her name without an “H”.
T: Taylor: the funny one.
U: Karen: the weird one.
V: Veronica: the mean one.
W: Whitney: came from the country and wears her
sparkly cowgirl boots all the time.
X: Xandra: (refuses to be called Alexandra).
Y: Yvonne: party pooper.
Z: Zoey: the one that is constantly happy and never fails
to put a smile on anyone’s face.
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By
y Jessica Swalve
“When you have players who can motivate their coaches
well, that’s a pretty good thing.”
-Coach Paul
Olivia Ocher, Westmont’s four year tennis champ,
dominated on the court this past season. Playing doubles one
with junior Hayley Cheng, Olivia scored points for her team as
a whole, and maintained an impressive record with her partner
as she won 9 out of her 14 games. Coupled with her impressive
performance, she also encourages and inspires the rest of her
team to compete at their highest potential. Passionately states
junior Stephanie Lau, “She never fails to make everyone laugh at
practice and she keeps a positive mood no matter what happened
at matches.” Agrees her coach, Paul, Olivia “has always been
a real motivator on the team.” Not only does she stick up for
herself, but she “doesn’t let anyone make her feel less than who
she is”; her actions indirectly support all the girls on the team.
Unlike most of the athletes on the team, Olivia did not
play tennis before high school, yet always makes an extra eﬀort
to develop her technique. For the past two summers, Olivia has
practiced diligently on Westmont’s hot courts to hone her skills
and better her game. Praises her coach, Olivia “didn’t always
have the best ground strokes but she used her other strengths
to her advantage.” He also adds how Olivia’s bright mind (one
of her many strengths)
shows itself on the court as
“tennis is a strategic game
and Olivia successfully
uses her intelligence” to
lead her and her partner to victory.
“That’s why she is one of our top
varsity players.” Overall, tennis has
positively impacted her and her high
school experience and she states,
“Tennis has allowed me to meet so
many wonderful people I wouldn’t
have met otherwise and being a
captain for two years pushed me out
of my comfort zone and showed that
I’m capable of being a leader. ”

Number of players: 18
Number of seniors: 7
Previous record: 10-6-3

CROSS COUNTRY
Record: Fastest overall
time for girls on
Montgomery
MVP: Garret MacQuiddy
Stats: Girls place 5th for
BVALs, boys place 6th
Kiely Hardy: “Season
went really well. We
wrapped up the last meet
with everyone as one big
family.”
GIRLS TENNIS
Record: 8-5 (8-4 in league)
MVP: Patia Lu
Stats:
42 matches, 20
wins, 21
losses. 47.6% win rate
Hayley Cheng: “It was a
fun year!”
VARSITY FOOTBALL
Record: 1-9 (0-7 in
league)
MVP: Gabe Pulliam
Anthony Gallegos:
“There’s always room for
improvement.”
VARSITY FIELD
HOCKEY
Record: 10-8-2 (6-5-2 in
league)
MVP: Sara Prough
Stats: 48 goals 28 assists
Kaley Barber: “The
season was really fun and
interesting!”
GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
Record: 10-2
MVP: Melina Mahood
Stats: 216 hitting % and
7.4 digs/set
Emma Cline: “It was a
fun season,and we really
came together as a team!”

Number of players: 14
Number of seniors: 6
Previous record: 4-10
Next home game: December 6

By Grace Rodhouse
Easily
recognizable
from across campus
by not only his large
physical appearance
but also his lively
personality,
senior
Jared
Pestana
has
friendships which reach
from campus to on the
football ﬁeld. Under
the Friday night lights
is where Jared truly
shines. A starting
defensive end for this
year’s varsity football
team, his constant
persistencehelped the
team through one of its
most diﬃcult seasons
in
recent
years.
Anyone who knows
Jared feels the eﬀects
of his positive energy
within their own lives, while
his fearlessness to say whatever comes to his mind
makes others unafraid to stand up for themselves
as well. Jared says, “Football helped me learn new
ways to deal with challenges in my life and help me
really realize that I can accomplish anything I put
my mind to.” Many younger individuals on the team
look to him for inspiration, proving the leadership he
brings to his team. As he graduates this year, he feels
grateful that he “made friendships that I will have
for the rest of my life.” We will truly miss Jared’s
wild personality and football leadership next year.

Number of players: 15
Number of seniors: 3

Junior Mason Cazalet: “It’s looking rough.”

Senior Tyler Yang: “I’m really looking
forward to my last season as a senior!”

Number of players: 18
Number of seniors: 7
Previous record: 10-3-1
Next home game: December 6
Sophomore Avery Cohen:
“I’m excited to see how much we will
improve and blend together as a team!”

Number of players: 8
Number of seniors: 1
Previous record: 9-1
Junior Naiya Edwards: “With experience
and dedication throughout the year, our team
should do pretty well.”

Senior Katelynn Ma: “Everyone’s
really funny and we have a good chance
at being league champs.”

Number of players: 24
Number of seniors: 10
Previous record: Fifth at Nationals and
ﬁrst at two competitions
Next home game: December 6

Special Thanks To:
Mason Cazalet, Tyler Yang, Kaitlyn
Ma, Kayley Barber, Kiely Hardy,
Brian Dang, Anthony Galleogs,
Stephanie Lau, Alyssa Kanalakis,
Haley Cheng

Photos By:
Mrs. Nguyen-Church
and Olivica Ocher.
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By Melina Mahood
Why is summer still here?
I thought autumn was to be near.
I walked outside in 80 degrees,
but all I wanted was a good long freeze
Why am I forced to wear jean shorts,
when I want to wear my hoodies of sorts?
Oh, I wish for the days with frost on my
pane,
please oh please fall come before I go
insane.

By Grace Rodhouse
blink
a circle of color surrounded by white nothingness
glimpses into life
the rich color of coﬀee
or the vast pastures of mountains
or the glimmering seas of the coast
blink
windows to the soul
revealing secrets many would never see
blissful joy
desperation
sadness
pure happiness
blink
so much to see in another
if we took the time
to observe their eyes
a little more closely

By Allira Bellawala
Bags under our eyes,
Our thoughts prudent
And they call it
The curse of a student
To prioritize APs over sleep,
the future over the present
Our personal health less important
than being present
Because God forbid
that we may miss a test
Regardless of if
we’re getting any rest.
Forget about your anxiety
Your grades are all that matter in society
We’re up late studying on Shmoop
Because nothing matters unless it’s on SchoolLoop,
Times New Roman, double spaced
MLA format typed with haste
We’re aiming for college,
Six hours we sit,
Putting joy second,
Is it worth it?
I usually say yes,
What we get out
Is worth the stress,
But sometimes I’d like to just get some rest
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By Makenna Adams
Turkey, cranberry
Pumpkin pie, mashed potatoes
It is time to eat!

By Kate Lincoln
New hats and laptops and e-books to read
All things we love but don’t really need
We cherish our stuﬀ, our things from the mall
But nothing beats people as the best gifts of all.
So thanks for the clothing, the phone, and the tech
For life’s fun when you’re living like kings
But be thankful for your family, your pets, and your
friends
Because life’s best things really aren’t things.

By Jessica Swalve
Thanksgiving comes once a year
Upon the last Thursday of November, time to cheer!
Rain will fall and wet the ground
Keeping the air moist with cool a sound
Everyone will be in a good mood
You will be too, singing merry tunes
Soon a turkey on the table will be placed
Zen will fall on every individual’s face
Now the holiday is enjoyed, and said will be grace.

